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Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s keynote address at the CERAweek Global 

Energy and Environment Leadership Award Dinner in Houston, Texas 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gTQiVsYK-M 

Part 1 (Fino a 6:30) 

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau thanks everyone, including 1) _________ 

_____________ _______________ ________________ ______________________, and the 

organizers.  

He wants to begin the speech by telling  a 2) __________.  

Trudeau explains that his father 3)  a  policy  called  NEP  that  was  a  failure  because  at  that  

time  state  control  4) 

 and became controversial. 

 
Trudeau doesn’t feel disloyal for saying that, because it is a fact and adds that his family name was 

sort of a problem when he began 5)  for Prime Minister. Trudeau  believes  

that  the  way  to  prosperity  must  include  a  6)            energy sector. 

 
He states that the Enbridge Spectrum Merger is only the latest example of an 7)     

     between Canada and the US and he believes that the bond 

between these two countries is both 8)  . 

Trudeau affirms that Canada is the  biggest 9)  for most US and he adds that Canada 

has the third largest 10)  on Earth. 

Trudeau knows that all Canadians understand the 11)  . 

 
He announces that Canada is developing three 12)    , one of which 

will reach the 13)  in Texas. On his first trip to the oil patch in 2012, Trudeau said 

that no country would have left all those billions of barrels of oil in the ground. Still, the government’s  

job   is  to  ensure  that  the   resource   will  be   exploited   14)       

  . Trudeau thinks that looking to the future is important as well as developing resources for the  

 15) of his country. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gTQiVsYK-M
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PART 2: da 7:06 a 10:03 + da 10:55 alla fine 

 

Trudeau believes it  is 1)  that one day traditional energy sources will not be needed 

anymore and everyone’s job is to make the planet better and then 2)                to their         children. 

Trudeau affirms that Canada is a leader in 3)  . 

 
Trudeau   jokes   about Canadians 4) ____________ ______________, he thinks that is a very 5) _ 

 . The fact that they light the fire before sunset 

doesn’t make them anti daylight. 

He  argues that  pursuing renewable  sources of energy is not 6)  with traditional 

resources  and adds that environmental protection  and  resource development  go 7)             

  . 
 

Trudeau says his predecessors were not able to develop big 8)  . 

 
He is sure it is possible to keep the planet healthy and at the same time reach a strong economy, 

even though it requires 9)          

  . 
 

Trudeau  has  proof  that  they can 10)   environment and economy, because they 

made  advances  on  a national 11)       . However, more work still 12) 

. 
 

Trudeau is convinced this is the 13) the citizens expect. 
 

He believes that economic growth and 14)   are linked and hopes that 

more people and states will help them build a 15)   . 
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Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s keynote address at the CERAweek Global 

Energy and Environment Leadership Award Dinner in Houston, 

Texashttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gTQiVsYK-M 

 

PART 1 
 

Canadian   Prime   Minister   Justin   Trudeau   starts   his   speech   thanking   everyone,   including 

  1  POLICYMAKERS  AND  INDUSTRY  LEADERS. He wants to begin the speech   telling   

a           2      FAMILY   HISTORY.   Trudeau   explains   that   his  father  3 

INTRODUCED  a  policy  called  NEP  that  was  a  failure  because  at  that  time  state  control 

           4      HURT GROWTH AND JOBS and became 

controversial. 

 
Trudeau doesn’t feel disloyal for saying that, because it is a fact and adds that his family name was 

sort of a problem when he began     5  HIS RUN for Prime Minister. 

Trudeau  believes  that  the  way  to  prosperity  must  include  a    6   THRIVING AND 

VIBRANT energy sector. He states that the Enbridge Spectrum Merger is only the latest example of 

an  7  EXTREMELY PRODUCTIVE PARTNERSHIP between Canada  and the US and 

he believes that the bond  between  these two  countries is both   8  ECONOMIC AND 

STRATEGIC. Trudeau affirms that  Canada is the biggest            9  CUSTOMER for most US and 

he adds that Canada has the third largest  10  OIL RESERVES on Earth. 

Trudeau know that all Canadians understand the  11  IMPORTANCE OF ENERGY. 

 
He  announces  that  Canada  is  developing three            12  PIPELINE PROJECTS/AMBITIOUS, 

one of which will reach the  13  REFINERIES in Texas. 

On his first trip to the oil patch in 2012, Trudeau said that no country would have left all those billions 

of barrels of oil in the ground. Still, the government’s job is to ensure that the resource will be    

exploited     14)             RESPONSIBLY,    SAFELY,    SUSTAINABLY        

  . 
 

Trudeau thinks that looking to the future is important as well as developing resources for the 

  15  ECONOMIC BENEFITS of his Country. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gTQiVsYK-M
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PART 2 
 

Trudeau believes it is  1  INEVITABLE that one day traditional energy sources will not 

be needed anymore and everyone’s job is to make the planet better and only then 

  2  PASS IT ON to their children. 
 

Trudeau affirms that Canada is a leader in   3  

TECHNOLOGIES. 

DEVELOPING 

 

Trudeau jokes about Canadians 4)   LOVING CAMPING/BEING CAMPING- 

LOVERS  ,  he  thinks  that  is  a   very  5)    _ 

ACCURATE STEREOTYPE. The fact that they light the fire before sunset doesn’t make them anti 

daylight. 

He argues that pursuing renewable sources  of energy is not  6  IN COMPETITION with 

traditional resources and adds that environmental protection and resource development go 

  7  HAND IN HAND. 
 

Trudeau   says   his  predecessors   were   not   able   to develop  big  8  ENERGY 

PROJECTS. 

He is sure it is possible to keep the planet healthy and reach a strong economy at the same time, 

even though it requires  9  COMPROMISE AND HARD WORK. 

Trudeau has proof that they can   10   COMBINE environment and economy, because 

they  made  advances  on a national   11   CARBON REDUCTION PLAN. However, 

more work still  12  NEEDS TO BE DONE. 

Trudeau is convinced this is the  13  WAY FORWARD the citizens expect. 

 
He  believes  that  economic growth and  14  ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP are 

linked and hopes that more people and states will help them build a  15  

BRIGHTER FUTURE. 
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Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s keynote address at the CERAweek 

Global Energy and Environment Leadership Award Dinner in Houston, 

Texas 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gTQiVsYK-M 

 
 

NUMBER 1: Fino a 6:30 
 

Thank you, Dan, for that kind introduction and thank you all for being here. To the many 

policymakers and industry leaders here today, thank you. And of course to the organizers of CERAW 

week, thank you so much for this award. It truly is an honour for me personally, for Canada’s superb 

Natural Resources Minister Jim Carr who’s been here all week. 

 
And for the Government of Canada and the people of Canada who elected us. 

 

I’d like to begin with a little family history, if I may. You may have heard that my father, Pierre Elliott 

Trudeau, was also Prime Minister of Canada back in the 70’s and early 80’s. In 1980, I was in my 

prime Star Wars years, at nine or so, so politics was not the first thing on my mind. 

 
But that year, my dad’s government introduced a policy called the NEP, the National Energy 

Program. It lasted until 1985 and it didn’t work. It was a failure. It didn’t mean to be, but it ended 

up being the wrong policy at the wrong time. 

 
Now I’m not being disloyal when I say this. It’s just a historical fact. The NEP introduced a level of 

state control over energy that hurt growth and jobs. It became hugely controversial.  Consequently, 

when I began my run for the leadership in 2012, 30 years later, the Trudeau name was mud in 

Alberta, still. 

 
A Trudeau, it was said, could not get elected dog-catcher in Alberta. 

 

But here’s the thing. I knew that there is no path to prosperity in Canada that does not include a 

thriving, vibrant energy sector, both traditional and renewable. I knew that our resource industries 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gTQiVsYK-M
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provide thousands of well-paying, middle-class jobs not just in Alberta but across Canada and 

around the world including, of course, here in Texas. 

 
The Enbridge Spectrum merger, which creates one of the largest energy infrastructure companies 

on the continent, is only the most recent example of an extraordinarily productive partnership. Last 

year alone, Texas trade with Canada was worth $35.1 billion. Texas exports to Canada worth nearly 

$20 billion. Imports from Canada, $15 billion. That translates into thousands of good Texan jobs, my 

friends. By our reckoning, 460,000 jobs. 

 
And the ties between our two countries are economic but also strategic. This is the most successful 

economic relationship in the world, supporting millions of middle-class jobs on both sides of the 

Canada-U.S. border. Canada buys more from the United States than it does from any other country. 

We are the number one customer of two-thirds of U.S. states and in the top three for 48 different 

states. Nothing is more essential to the U.S. economy than access to a secure, reliable source of 

energy, and Canada is that source. 

 
We have the third largest oil reserves in the world and provide more than 40 per cent of America’s 

imported crude. And this extends well beyond oil. We supply you with more electricity and uranium 

than any other country, too. 

 
My point is just this: all Canadians, cold weather dwellers that we are, get the importance of energy. 

So, to emphasize that, immediately upon launching my leadership campaign, I went to Calgary, 

Alberta. I think quite a few people including quite a few of my own party thought I was crazy. But 

guess what? A little over four years later, with a number of strong Trudeau Liberals elected across 

Alberta, we’re on our way to getting three new pipeline projects under way, which will help connect 

Canada’s oil patch with energy markets around the world. 

 
The first, Kinder Morgan’s Trans-Mountain line, will run from Alberta across the Rockies to the 

Pacific. The second, Trans-Canada’s Keystone XL pipeline, recently approved by President Trump, 

will ship Canadian crude to refineries here, in Texas. 

 
And Enbridge’s Line 3 replacement will also come south. 
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These ambitious projects will go a long way towards ensuring North American energy security for 

years to come. I make no bones about it. We’re very proud of this. It’s progress. It’s important. As I 

said on the very first trip to the oil patch back in 2012, no country would find 173 billion barrels of 

oil in the ground and just leave them there. 

 
The resource will be developed. Our job is to ensure that this is done responsibly, safely, and 

sustainably. Which brings me to the second piece, equally critical. While developing our resources 

for the economic benefit of Canadians, we must also look to the future. 

 
NUMBER 2: da 7:06 a 10:03 + da 10:55 alla fine 

 

There will come a day, far off, but inevitable at some point, when traditional energy sources will no 

longer be needed. In preparing for that day, we have two critical responsibilities. One is to sustain 

the planet between now and then so we can pass it on to our children better than we found it. And 

the second is to get ahead of the curve on innovation. 

 
And we in Canada are doing just that. Canadian companies are leaders in developing technologies 

such as carbon capture and storage, next-generation biofuels, advanced batteries for electric cars 

and cleaner oil sands extraction processes, among other advances. This creates good jobs and it also 

helps the planet. 

 
Here’s the crux of it. In Canada, as I said, we know all about preparing for winter and for the long 

cold nights. So, when we go camping—and we do love to camp, that particular stereotype is  totally 

accurate - when we go camping we light our campfires before the sun goes down. And that doesn’t 

mean we’re anti-daylight. 

 
So, it’s exactly the same with energy. Innovating and pursuing renewables isn’t somehow in 

competition with those traditional resources. It’s common sense. It’s wise preparation for the 

future. Our children and their children deserve no less. 

 
All of which brings me full circle. We would not be on this path, not even close, had we as a 

government not insisted that environmental protection and resource development go hand-in- 

hand. Our immediate predecessors tried a different route for 10 years—to ignore the environment. 

It didn’t work any more than the NEP of the 1980s worked. They couldn’t move 
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forward on big energy projects. Our predecessors failed because in the 21st century Canadians will 

not accept that we have to choose between a healthy planet and a strong economy. People want 

both, and they can have both. It takes compromise. It takes hard work, but it is possible. 

 
The proof that we have to combine and we can combine environment and economy is that little 

more than a year into our first term of government, we have made progress both on pipelines and 

on a national carbon reduction plan which finally puts a price on carbon pollution. 

 
And this was worked out in cooperation with our provinces. It’s a first step and more work needs to 

be done, but it is a clear, new path for our country after years of false starts. 

 
We are showing not only that it can be done but that it must be done, that this is the way forward 

that all of our citizens expect. And that’s why, my friends, I am so very pleased and honoured to 

receive this award tonight. We are showing that environmental leadership and economic growth 

are inseparable, that they must go together. And today, because of this award, people around the 

world will take notice and hopefully join us on the path to a brighter future. 

 
Merci beaucoup, tout le monde. 
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CLINTON’S CONCESSION SPEECH 
 

 

 
 
 

 

PART 1 

The night before, Clinton congratulated Donald Trump and offered to work with him 1) ____________ 

  of America. 

She feels sorry and is 2)  for the 3)  of the elections but she’s 

proundof the work done. 

Clinton describes the campaign as vast, diverse, creative, 4)  and 5)  . The 

campaign 6)  at building an America that is hopeful, inclusive and big-hearted. 

Clinton still believes in America, even if the nation is 7)  than 

people thought. 

Donald Trump won the election and he deserves Americans give him 8)  to  lead. 

America constitutional democracy is for a peaceful transfer of power and 9)   it. 

Clinton asks people to do all they can in order to 10)  the causes and values 

of democracy and to make economy work for everyone not just those 11)   . 

She believes it is important to protect America and the planet and to 12)    all the 

barriers that prevent Americans from 13)  their dreams. 

Clinton states they have spent one year and a half 14)   millions of people who 

still believe the American dream is 15)  for people of all races and religions, for men 

and women, for 16)  , for LGBT people and for people 17)   . 

Clinton believes it is a responsibility as 18)  to build a better, stronger and 19) 

  America. 

Clinton is pleased to know that Tim Kaine will remain 20)    of American 

democracy and since he’s going to be a member of the Senate. 
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CLINTON’S CONCESSION SPEECH 
 

 

 

 

PART 2 

Clinton thinks America owes an enormous 1)   to Barack and Michelle Obama 

for their graceful, 2)    . 

Clinton thanks all her family, who have 3)  America and 4)  when she 

needed it the most. 

She will always be grateful to the 5)  , talented and 6)   people at her 

headquarters in Brooklyn and across America because they 7)  their hearts into her 

campaign. 

For some of her supporters this was their first campaign, while others were 8)  and had done 

other campaigns before. Clinton wants everyone of them to know they were the best campaign anybody 

could have ever 9)  or 10)  . 

She thanks all the volunteers and activists, who knocked on doors, talked to neighbours or 11)                       

on Facebook and everyone who sent in contributions 12)  $5 to keep them going. 

She addresses young people who are at the beginning of their careers and says they will have successes and 

13)  , but reminds them that fighting for what you believe in is always 14)  . 

She feels incredibly proud for all the women who 15)  _ into her campaign. 

Clinton regrets not having 16)  the highest and hardest glass ceiling, but she also hopes 

it is going to happen sooner than expected. 

Clinton wants all the little girls who are watching her to know that they are 17)  and 18) 

  and 19)  of every opportunity to pursue and 20)  their 

dreams. 

Clinton is really 21)  she is American. 

Clinton states that she believes as deeply as 22)  that if they all stand and work 

together with respect for their differences, love for America and strength in their 23)  their 

best days are still 24)  of them. 

Finally, she quotes the 25)  : there are more seasons to come, more work to do. 
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CLINTON’s concession speech 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gSFB90ViMA 

NB: facile, lenza, ben scandita, pause per applausi, parole semplici, simile dettato 
NB: to enshrine: tenere come una reliquia 

 

PART 1 

Da 1,23 a 6,15 

The night before, Clinton congratulated Donald Trump and offered to work with him 

  1  ON BEHALF of America. 

She feels sorry and is  2  DISAPPOINTED for the     3  OUTCOME of the 

elections but she’s proud of the work done. 

Clinton describes the campaign as vast, diverse, creative,  4  UNRULY and       5   

ENERGIZED. The campaign           6  WAS AIMED at building an America that is hopeful, inclusive and 

big-hearted. 

Clinton still believes in America, even if the nation is  7  MORE DEEPLY 

DEVIDED than people thought. 

Donald Trump won the election and he deserves Americans give him a  _8  A CHANCE to 

lead. 

America constitutional democracy is for a peaceful transfer of power and  9  

CHERISHES/ENSHRINES it. 

Clinton asks people to do all they can in order to  10  KEEP ADVANCING the causes and 

values of democracy and to make economy work for everyone not just those    11  AT THE TOP. 

She believes it is important to protect America and the planet and to  12  BREAK 

DOWN all the barriers that prevent Americans from 13  ACHIEVING their dreams. 

Clinton states they have spent one year and a half   14  BRINGING TOGETHER millions of people 

who still believe the American dream is  15  BIG ENOUGH for people of all races and religions, for 

men and women, for  16  IMMIGRANTS, for LGBT people and for people  17  WITH 

DISABILITIES. 

Clinton believes it is a responsibility as  18  CITIZENSto build a better, stronger and 

    19  FAIRER America. 

Clinton is pleased to know that Tim Kaine will remain  20  ON THE FRONT LINES of 

American democracy. 

 

 
PART 2 

Da o a 6,47 

Clinton thinks America owes an enormous  1   DEBT OF GRATITUDE to Barack and 

Michelle Obama for their graceful,   2  DETERMINED LEADERSHIP. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gSFB90ViMA
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Clinton thanks all her family, who have  3_ CRISSCROSSED America and  4  LIFTED 

HER UP when she needed it the most. 

She will always be grateful to the     5  CREATIVE, talented and  6  DEDICATED people at 

her headquarters in Brooklyn and across America because they     7   POURED their hearts into her 

campaign. 

For some of her supporters this was their first campaign, while others were  8  VETERANS and had 

done other campaigns before. Clinton wants everyone of them to know they were the best campaign 

anybody could have ever  9  EXPECTED or  10  WANTED. 

She thanks all the volunteers and activists, who knocked on doors, talked to neighbours or  11  

POSTED on Facebook and everyone who sent in contributions  12  AS SMALL AS $5 to keep them 

going. 

She addresses young people who are at the beginning of their careers and says they will have successes and 

  13   SETBACKS, but reminds them that fighting for what you believe in is always 

14   WORTH IT. 

She feels incredibly proud for all the women who  15  PUT THEIR FAITH into her campaign. 

Clinton regrets not having  16  SHATTERED the highest and hardest glass ceiling, but she 

also hopes it is going to happen sooner than expected. 

Clinton wants all the little girls who are watching her to know that they are  17  VALUABLE and 

  18  POWERFUL and  19  DESERVING of every opportunity to pursue and _20   

ACHIEVE their dreams. 

Clinton is really  21  GRATEFUL she is American. 

Clinton states that she believes as deeply  22  AS SHE EVER HAS that if they all stand and work 

together with respect for their differences, love for America and strength in their     23   

CONVICTIONS their best days are still     24   AHEAD of them. 

Finally, she quotes the 25)  ( HOLY )SCRIPTURE/S  : there are more seasons to come, more 

work to do. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gSFB90ViMA 
 

 

 

CLINTON: Thank you. Thank you all. Thank you. 

(APPLAUSE) 

Thank you all very much. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you so much. 

(APPLAUSE) 

Very rowdy group. Thank you, my friends. Thank you. Thank you, thank you so very much for 

being here and I love you all, too. 

Last night, I congratulated Donald Trump and offered to work with him on behalf of our country. I 

hope that he will be a successful president for all Americans. This is not the outcome we wanted or 

we worked so hard for and I'm sorry that we did not win this election for the values we share and 

the vision we hold for our country. 

But I feel pride and gratitude for this wonderful campaign that we built together, this vast, diverse, 

creative, unruly, energized campaign. You represent the best of America and being your candidate 

has been one of the greatest honors of my life. 

(APPLAUSE) 

I know how disappointed you feel because I feel it too, and so do tens of millions of Americans who 

invested their hopes and dreams in this effort. This is painful and it will be for a long time, but I 

want you to remember this. Our campaign was never about one person or even one election, it was 

about the country we love and about building an America that's hopeful, inclusive and big-hearted. 

We have seen that our nation is more deeply divided than we thought. But I still believe in America 

and I always will. And if you do, then we must accept this result and then look to the future. Donald 

Trump is going to be our president. We owe him an open mind and the chance to lead. 

Our constitutional democracy enshrines the peaceful transfer of power and we don't just respect 

that, we cherish it. It also enshrines other things; the rule of law, the principle that we are all equal 

in rights and dignity, freedom of worship and expression. We respect and cherish these values too 

and we must defend them. 

(APPLAUSE) 

Now -- and let me add, our constitutional democracy demands our participation, not just every four 

years but all the time. So let's do all we can to keep advancing the causes and values we all hold 

dear; making our economy work for everyone not just those at the top, protecting our country and 

protecting our planet and breaking down all the barriers that hold any American back from 

achieving their dreams. 

CLINTON: We've spent a year and a half bringing together millions of people from every corner of 

our country to say with one voice that we believe that the American dream is big enough for 

everyone -- for people of all races and religions, for men and women, for immigrants, for LGBT 

people, and people with disabilities. For everyone. 

(APPLAUSE) 

So now, our responsibility as citizens is to keep doing our part to build that better, stronger, fairer 

America we seek. And I know you will. 

I am so grateful to stand with all of you. I want to thank Tim Kaine and Anne Holton for being our 

partners on this journey. 

(APPLAUSE) 

It has been a joy getting to know them better, and it gives me great hope and comfort to know that 

Tim will remain on the front lines of our democracy representing Virginia in the Senate. 

(APPLAUSE) 

To Barack and Michelle Obama, our country owes you an enormous debt of gratitude. 

(APPLAUSE) 

We -- we thank you for your graceful, determined leadership that has meant so much to so many 

Americans and people across the world. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gSFB90ViMA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gSFB90ViMA 
 

 

 

And to Bill and Chelsea, Mark, Charlotte, Aidan, our brothers and our entire family, my love for 

you means more than I can ever express. You crisscrossed this country on our behalf and lifted me 

up when I needed it most -- even four-month-old Aidan who traveled with his mom. 

I will always be grateful to the creative, talented, dedicated men and women at our headquarters in 

Brooklyn and across our country. 

(APPLAUSE) 

You poured your hearts into this campaign. For some of you who are veterans, it was a campaign 

after you had done other campaigns. Some of you, it was your first campaign. I want each of you to 

know that you were the best campaign anybody could have ever expected or wanted. 

(APPLAUSE) 

And to the millions of volunteers, community leaders, activists and union organizers who knocked 

on doors, talked to neighbors, posted on Facebook, even in secret, private Facebook sites... 

(LAUGHTER) 
(APPLAUSE) 

... I want everybody coming out from behind that and make sure your voices are heard going 

forward. 

(APPLAUSE) 

To everyone who sent in contributions as small as $5 and kept us going, thank you. Thank you from 

all of us. 

And to the young people in particular, I hope you will hear this. I have, as Tim said, spent my entire 

adult life fighting for what I believe in. I've had successes and I've had setbacks. Sometimes, really 

painful ones. Many of you are at the beginning of your professional public and political careers. 

You will have successes and setbacks, too. 

This loss hurts, but please never stop believing that fighting for what's right is worth it. 

(APPLAUSE) 

CLINTON: It is -- it is worth it. 

(APPLAUSE) 

And so we need -- we need you to keep up these fights now and for the rest of your lives. 

And to all the women, and especially the young women, who put their faith in this campaign and in 

me, I want you to know that nothing has made me prouder than to be your champion. 

(APPLAUSE) 

Now, I -- I know -- I know we have still not shattered that highest and hardest glass ceiling, but 

some day someone will and hopefully sooner than we might think right now. 

(APPLAUSE) 

And -- and to all the little girls who are watching this, never doubt that you are valuable and 

powerful and deserving of every chance and opportunity in the world to pursue and achieve your 

own dreams. 

Finally... 

(APPLAUSE) 

Finally, I am so grateful for our country and for all it has given to me. I count my blessings every 

single day that I am an American. And I still believe as deeply as I ever have that if we stand 

together and work together with respect for our differences, strength in our convictions and love for 

this nation, our best days are still ahead of us. 
(APPLAUSE) 
Because, you know -- you know, I believe we are stronger together and we will go forward together. And 

you should never, ever regret fighting for that. You know, scripture tells us, "Let us not grow weary in doing 

good, for in due season, we shall reap if we do not lose heart." 

So my friends, let us have faith in each other, let us not grow weary, let us not lose heart, for there are more 

seasons to come. And there is more work to do. 

I am incredibly honoured and grateful to have had this chance to represent all of you in this consequential 

election. 

May God bless you and may God bless the United States of America 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gSFB90ViMA 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gSFB90ViMA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gSFB90ViMA
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PRINCE HARRY’S 2017 INVICTUS GAMES OPENING SPEECH 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zFoMqsvXvk 
 

 

Prince Harry says Invictus is about people who chose not to be 1)  injuries. 

 
Prince  Harry  thinks  that  service  men  and  women  2)      about 

service and duty. 

On his way back from Afghanistan Prince Harry saw a soldier’s coffin while it was being 3) 

  a plane. 

 
From that moment, the way he viewed service and sacrifice 4)  . 

Prince Harry believes everyone should be 5)  soldiers. 

Prince Harry’s goal is to employ veterans against apathy as they show we all have 6)      

to play. 

He created the Invictus Games so that people could follow the veterans’ example of 7) 

  ,  and service. 

 
According to Prince Harry, this edition of the Invictus Games will 8)    of 

the world. 

He affirms this edition’s attendance is the highest the Games have 9)  . 

 
Prince Harry states the Invictus Games’ teamwork spirit is the proof that 10)        

  . 

 
He is convinced that parents will want their children to 11)    the Invictus Games’ 

competitors. 

To conclude, Prince Harry says that some competitors have 12)   death and overcome 

emotional challenges but now they are on the 13)  . 

Prince Harry asks competitors to love  every 14)    and to remember that they 15) 

     to the world that anything is possible. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zFoMqsvXvk
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PRINCE HARRY’S 2017 INVICTUS GAMES OPENING SPEECH 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zFoMqsvXvk 
 

 

Prince Harry says Invictus is about people who chose not to be  1  DEFINED BY THEIR 

injuries. 

Prince Harry thinks that service men and women  2  PROVIDE AN EXAMPLE about service 

and duty. 

On his way back from Afghanistan Prince Harry saw a soldier’s coffin while it was being 

  3  LOADED ON a plane. 

 
From that moment, the way Prince Harry viewed service and sacrifice 

  4  RADICALLY CHANGED/CHANGED FOR EVER. 

 
Prince Harry believes everyone should be  5  INSPIRED BY soldiers. 

 
Prince Harry’s goal is to employ veterans against apathy as they show we all have  6  A 

ROLE to play. 

He created the Invictus Games so that people could follow the veterans’ example of 

   7  RESILIENCE, OPTIMISM and service. 

 
According  to  Prince  Harry,  this  edition  of  the  Invictus Games will  8  DRAW THE 

ATTENTION of the world. 

He affirms this edition’s attendance is the highest the Games have  9  EVER ENJOYED. 

 
Prince  Harry  states  the  Invictus  Games’  teamwork  spirit  is  the  proof  that  10   

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE. 

 
He is convinced that parents will want their children to  11  LOOK UP TO the Invictus 

Games’ competitors. 

To conclude, Prince Harry says that some competitors have   12   CHEATED death and 

overcome emotional challenges but now they are on the  13  WORLD STAGE. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zFoMqsvXvk
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Prince Harry asks competitors to love every  14       SECOND OF IT/THE COMPETITION and to 

remember that they  15   ARE PROOVING to the world that anything 

is possible. 
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PRINCE HARRY’S 2017 INVICTUS GAMES OPENING SPEECH 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zFoMqsvXvk 
 

 

Hello Toronto, bonsoir le Canada. Merci beaucoup pour votre hospitalité. 
 

Trevor and his family are what Invictus is  all about. Invictus is about the dedication of  the  men 
and women who served their countries, confronted hardship, and refused to be defined by their 
injuries. 

 

Invictus is about the families and friends who faced the shock of  learning that their  loved ones 
had been injured or fallen ill - and then rallied to support them on their journey of recovery. 

 

And above all, Invictus is about the example to the world that all service men and women - injured 
or not - provide about the importance of service and duty. 

 

The true scale of this example was brought home to me when I left Afghanistan after my first 
deployment there in 2008. 

 

As I was waiting on board the plane, the coffin of a Danish soldier was loaded on by his  friends. 
Once on the flight, I was confronted with three British soldiers, all in induced comas, with missing 
limbs, and wrapped in plastic. The way I viewed service and sacrifice changed forever. And the 
direction of my life changed with it. 

 

I knew that it was my responsibility to use the great platform that I have to help the world 
understand and be inspired by the spirit of those who wear the uniform. 

 

In a world where so many have reasons to feel cynical and apathetic, I wanted to find a way  for 
veterans to be  a beacon of light, and show us all that we have a role to play; that we all  win 
when we respect our friends, neighbours, and communities. 

 

That's why we created Invictus. Not only to help veterans recover from their physical and mental 
wounds; but also to inspire people to follow their example of  resilience, optimism,  and service 
in their own lives. 

 

We made a great start in London in 2014. We took it to the next  level in  Orlando last  year. And 
over the next week - in this year as we celebrate Canada's 150th anniversary - Toronto is going 
to put on a Games that draws the attention of the world. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zFoMqsvXvk
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More competitors, more sports, more nations, more friends, more families and more people 
watching at home than ever before. With the people in this arena tonight - and those  watching 
across Canada and around the world - we have the biggest crowd Invictus has ever enjoyed. 

 

In the days ahead, I know many of you will be experiencing Invictus for the first time. 
 

I hope you're ready. I hope you're ready for some fierce competition. I hope you're ready to see 
the meaning of teamwork that proves anything is possible when we  work together.  I  hope 
you're ready to see courage and determination that will inspire you to power through  the 
challenges in your own life. 

 

I hope you're ready to see role models in action that any parent will want their children to  look 
up to. And I hope you're ready to see lives change in front of your eyes. 

 

Before I close, I want to speak directly to the competitors. For the next week, we entrust you with 
the Invictus spirit. You have all come such a long way. Some of you have cheated death and come 
back stronger than before. Some of you have overcome emotional challenges that until very recent 
years would have seen you written off and ignored. 

 

And now you are here. On the world stage. Flags on your chests. Representing your countries again. 
Supporting your teammates. And looking up into the stands, and into the eyes of your friends and 
families. You are all winners. 

 

Please don't forget to love every  second of  it. Don’t forget about our friends who didn’t  come 
home from the battlefield. Don’t forget those at home who still need our support. And don't 
forget that you are proving to the world that anything is possible. 

 

You are Invictus. Let's get started. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85gmwnfty7o 

CNN on Prince Harry & Barack Obama 

 

 

 

The interviewer Jim Sciutto asks CNN Royal Commentator Kate Williams whether the Obamas 1) 

  to Prince Harry’s wedding instead of President Trump. 

Williams believes it to be 2)  that President Trump will be invited. 

She reports that Meghan Markle has called him “a 3)  ”. 

Williams thinks inviting the Obamas’ daughters would be a way to 4)   the question. 

Sciutto says the wedding is not supposed to be a 5)  . 

Williams says Trump 6)  Prince Harry and Ms Markle via Twitter. 

She thinks the Royal Family is very 7)   offending Trump. 

Williams adds that Trump’s next 8)  will be circled around the Queen. 
 

She adds that if Trump will not be invited, he will probably see Obama’s presence as a personal 9) 

  . 

 
Williams affirms Prince Harry is now 10)  in line for the throne. 

She thinks there is already a wedding 11)   . 

When asked about the origin of Prince Harry’s friendship with Obama, Williams replies that the 

Invictus Games 12)  their friendship. 

In a radio programme, Prince Harry stated he believes they have similar 13)  and 

mindset about certain things. 

According to Williams, the two seem to have a 14)  and 

want to work together in the future. 

She believes Prince Harry is 15)  make a name for himself. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85gmwnfty7o
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85gmwnfty7o 

CNN on Prince Harry & Barack Obama 

 

 

 

The interviewer Jim Sciutto asks CNN Royal Commentator Kate Williams whether the Obamas 

  1  COULD BE INVITED to Prince Harry’s wedding instead of President Trump. 

Williams believes it to be  2  UNLIKELY that President Trump will be invited. 

She reports that Meghan Markle has called him “a  3  MISOGYNIST”. 

Williams thinks inviting the Obamas’ daughters would be a way to  4  GET AROUND 

the question. 

Sciutto says the wedding is not supposed to be a  5  FULL STATE OCCASION. 

Williams says Trump  6  HAS NOT CONGRATULATED Prince Harry and Ms 

Markle via Twitter. 

She thinks the Royal Family is very  7  CONCERNED ABOUT offending Trump. 

Williams adds that Trump’s next 8)    STATE VISIT will be circled around the 

Queen. 

She adds that if Trump will not be invited, he will probably see Obama’s presence as a personal 

  9  SLIGHT. 

Williams affirms Prince Harry is now  10  THE FIFTH in line for the throne. 

She thinks there is already a wedding 11)    GUEST LIST 

When asked about the origin of Prince Harry’s friendship with Obama, Williams replies that the 

Invictus Games  12  HAVE  CEMENTED their friendship. 

In a radio programme, Prince Harry stated he believes they have similar  13  OUTLOOK 

and mindset about certain things. 

According to Williams, the two seem to have a  14  VERY CLOSE CHEMISTRY and 

want to work together in the future. 

She believes Prince Harry is  15  KEEN TO make a name for himself. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85gmwnfty7o
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Theresa May’s first speech as Prime Minister 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDyZ8trge2E&t=98s 

 

 

 
 

 

Theresa May accepted 1)  a new government. 

 
According  to  her,  David  Cameron’s  government  managed,  among  other  things,  2)   

  the economy. 

 
Among other things, the former Prime Minister took people on low 3)  out of income tax. 

May states that 4)  is the name of her party and it is a very important word for her. 

It symbolizes the union between 5)  of the UK, wherever they’re from. 

 
Theresa May is determined to battle the 6)    in today’s society, such as the 

belief that it’s hard to reach a good profession if you’re educated in a 7)   or that 

for young people it will be harder than 8)   to own a house. 

May believes that sometimes life can be hard for 9)    families, since they 

always worry about mortgages, schools for kids and the cost of living. 

May agrees that life nowadays can sometime constitute a 10)  . 

 
According to May, her government will think about working class people at the moment of taking 

the 11)  , not about the powerful, the mighty or the fortunate few. 
 

May  intends to  help  people from any 12)    

them. 

to go as far as their talents will take 

 

After the Brexit referendum Great Britain 13)   national changes, but May is 

convinced they will be able to 14)  . 

The main mission of the government May  will 15)  , is to make Britain work for everyone 

equally. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDyZ8trge2E&amp;t=98s
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Theresa May’s first speech as Prime Minister 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDyZ8trge2E&t=98s 

 

 

 
 

 

Theresa May accepted         1  TO FORM a new government. 

 
According to her, David Cameron’s government managed, among other things,            2  TO 

STABILISE the economy. 

Among  other  things, the  former  Prime  Minister took people on low          3  WAGES out of 

income tax. 

May states that            4  UNIONIST is the name of her party and it is a very important word for 

her. It symbolizes the union between           5  ALL CITIZENS of the UK, wherever 

they’re from. 

Theresa May is  determined to  battle the  6  BURNING  INJUSTICE in  today’s society, 

such  as  the  belief  that  it’s  hard  to  reach  a  good  profession  if  you’re  educated  in  a    7 STATE 

SCHOOL or that for young people it will be harder than  8  EVER BEFORE to own a 

house. 

May believes that sometimes life can be hard for  9  WORKING CLASS families, since 

they always worry about mortgages, schools for kids and the cost of living. 

May agrees that life nowadays can sometime constitute a 10 REAL STRUGGLE. 

 
According to May, her government will think about working class people at the moment of taking 

the  11  BIG CALLS, not about the powerful, the mighty or the fortunate few. 

May intends to help people from any  12  BACKGROUND to go as far as their talents 

will take them. 

After the Brexit referendum Great Britain  13   HAS FACED national changes, 

but May is convinced they will be able to   14  RISE TO THE CHALLENGE. 

The main mission of the government May will  15  LEAD is to make Britain work for 

everyone equally. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDyZ8trge2E&amp;t=98s
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Theresa May’s first speech as Prime Minister 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDyZ8trge2E&t=98s 

 

 

 
 

 

I have just been to Buckingham Palace, where Her Majesty The Queen has asked me to form a new 

government, and I accepted. 

In David Cameron, I follow in the footsteps of a great, modern Prime Minister. Under David’s 

leadership, the government stabilised the economy, reduced the budget deficit, and helped more 

people into work than ever before. 

But David’s true legacy is not about the economy but about social justice. From the introduction of 

same-sex marriage, to taking people on low wages out of income tax altogether; David Cameron has 

led a one-nation government, and it is in that spirit that I also plan to lead. 

Because not everybody knows this, but the full title of my party is the Conservative and Unionist 

Party, and that word ‘unionist’ is very important to me. 

It means we believe in the Union: the precious, precious bond between England, Scotland, Wales 

and Northern Ireland. But it means something else that is just as important; it means we believe in 

a union not just between the nations of the United Kingdom but between all of our citizens, every 

one of us, whoever we are and wherever we’re from. 

That means fighting against the burning injustice that, if you’re born poor, you will die on average 9 

years earlier than others. 

If you’re black, you’re treated more harshly by the criminal justice system than if you’re white. 
 

If you’re a white, working-class boy, you’re less likely than anybody else in Britain to go to 

university. 

If you’re at a state school, you’re less likely to reach the top professions than if you’re educated 

privately. 

If you’re a woman, you will earn less than a man. If you suffer from mental health problems, 

there’s not enough help to hand. 

If you’re young, you’ll find it harder than ever before to own your own home. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDyZ8trge2E&amp;t=98s
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But the mission to make Britain a country that works for everyone means more than fighting these 

injustices. If you’re from an ordinary working-class family, life is much harder than many people in 

Westminster realise. You have a job but you don’t always have job security. You have your own 

home, but you worry about paying a mortgage. You can just about manage but you worry about the 

cost of living and getting your kids into a good school. 

If you’re one of those families, if you’re just managing, I want to address you directly. 
 

I know you’re working around the clock, I know you’re doing your best, and I know that sometimes 

life can be a struggle. The government I lead will be driven not by the interests of the privileged few, 

but by yours. 

We will do everything we can to give you more control over your lives. When we take the big calls, 

we’ll think not of the powerful, but you. When we pass new laws, we’ll listen not to the mighty but 

to you. When it comes to taxes, we’ll prioritise not the wealthy, but you. When it comes to 

opportunity, we won’t entrench the advantages of the fortunate few. We will do everything we can 

to help anybody, whatever your background, to go as far as your talents will take you. 

We are living through an important moment in our country’s history. Following the referendum, we 

face a time of great national change. 

And I know because we’re Great Britain, that we will rise to the challenge. As we leave the European 

Union, we will forge a bold new positive role for ourselves in the world, and we will make Britain a 

country that works not for a privileged few, but for every one of us. 

That will be the mission of the government I lead, and together we will build a better Britain. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0rRnTFJszU 
 

 

 

THERESA MAY’S SPEECH ON BREXIT_ Part 1 

Prime Minister May begins her speech by saying that British people voted to leave the EU even if 

they knew the path will sometimes 1)  . 

She believes England  should 2)     to understand what kind of country 

they want to be. 

She hopes that as a result of this transition, the UK will become stronger, fairer, more united and 

3)  -  than ever before. 

 
She wishes for the UK to become a magnet which attracts innovators who will shape 4)          

     . May wants Britain to become a truly Global Britain, a country that doesn’t 

exclusively focus on the EU, but also reaches 5)  of Europe. 

May affirms this government has a plan and by embracing genuine economic and social reforms, 

they will be able to build a stronger economy and a 6)  . 

She says every area of the UK will be able to 7)   of this opportunity, thanks 

to the new Modern Industrial Strategy. 

In order to let children 8)  in post-Brexit Britain, May will reform the schools to give kids 

the necessary skills and knowledge to do so. May states that it is of the upmost importance to put 

the preservation of the UK 9)   of their future decisions. 

She does not consider the referendum to be a strategy to turn inward and 10)  the 

world. 

She considers Britain a nation that always looked to 11)   , instead of only 

focusing on the EU. 

According  to  her,  that  is  the  reason  why  Britain  is  one  of  the   12)      

  country in Europe. 

 
May thinks the UK’s global relationships are 13)  . 

However, she acknowledges that the countries of Europe might have not 14)              

the reasons behind the UK’s decision to leave. May assures that the UK wants the EU to succeed 

and this is 

  . 

15) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0rRnTFJszU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0rRnTFJszU 
 

 

 

THERESA MAY’S SPEECH ON BREXIT 

Part 2 

 
May wants to 1)  the reasons behind the UK’s decision. 

 
According to her, many people in Britain think that the UK’s role as a member of the UE came 2) 

  of their global ties. 

 
She affirms the UK has no 3)  , unlike other EU member states. 

 
She believes the EU institutions and their supranational traits sit very uneasily 4)      

  British political history and lifestyle. 

 
UK’s Prime Minister thinks the EU approach is more interested in uniformity, rather than 5) 

  . 

 
Furthermore, she believes  that too  many important 6)  lacked the right flexibility 

according to a majority of British voters. 

She thinks there are two possible methods of dealing with different 7)  . 

 
The first implies the use of force to keep things together, while the second one is to respect and 8) 

  all differences. 

 
May assures that the UK’s 9)  is not to become more distant to the EU. 

Britain does not want to 10)   back to an obscure time for Europe. 

Despite the separation from the European Union, they will continue to be reliable partners and 11) 

  . 

 
Especially  now that  European  security  is a 12)    , May states that British 

servicemen and women in other European states will continue to fulfil their duty. 

May affirms that the aim of Britain is to reach an 13)   with the EU. 

She clearly states they do not wish to hold on to bits of 14)  while leaving. 

May concludes by saying that she is tasked with reaching the 15)    for Britain 

throughout the separation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0rRnTFJszU
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THERESA MAY’S SPEECH ON BREXIT 

Part 1 

Prime Minister May begins her speech by saying that British people voted to leave the EU even if 

they knew the path will sometimes  1  BE UNCERTAIN. 

She  believes England should  2    TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY to understand 

what kind of country they want to be. 

She hopes that as a result of this transition, the UK will become stronger, fairer, more united and 

3)  -  OUTWARD LOOKING than ever before. 

 
She wishes for the UK to become a magnet which attracts innovators who will shape  4  

THE WORLD AHEAD. 

May wants Britain to become a truly Global Britain, a country that doesn’t exclusively focus on the 

EU, but also reaches  5  BEYOND THE BORDERS of Europe. 

May affirms that this government has a plan and by embracing genuine economic and social 

reforms, they will be able to build a stronger economy and a  6  FAIRER SOCIETY. 

She says every area of the UK will be able to  7  MAKE THE MOST of this 

opportunity, thanks to the new Modern Industrial Strategy. 

In order to let children  8  THRIVE in post-Brexit Britain, May will reform the schools 

to give them the necessary skills and knowledge to do so. 

May states that it is of the upmost importance to put the preservation of the UK  9  AT 

THE HEART of their future decisions. 

She does not consider the referendum to be a strategy to turn inward and 10)      

RETREAT FROM the world. 

She  considers Britain   a nation that  always  looked to  11  THE WIDER WORLD, 

instead of only focusing on the EU. 

According  to  her,  that  is  the  reason  why  Britain  is  one  of  the  12)      

  MOST RACIALLY DIVERSE country in Europe. 
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May thinks the UK’s global relationships are  13  UNIQUE AND PROUD. 

 
However, she acknowledges that the countries of Europe might have not  14  

WELL UNDERSTOOD the reasons behind the UK’s decision to leave. 

May assures that the UK wants the EU   to succeed and this is   15   

/OVERWHELMINGLY/COMPELLINGLY /IN THE BEST INTEREST OF BRITAIN/ 
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THERESA MAY’S SPEECH ON BREXIT 

Part 2 

 
May wants to  1  SET OUT the reasons behind the UK’s decision. 

 
According to her, many people in Britain think that the UK’s role as a member of the UE came 

  2  AT THE EXPENSE of their global ties. 

 
She affirms the UK has no   3  WRITTEN CONSTITUTION, unlike other EU member 

states. That is the reason why she believes the EU institutions and their supranational traits sit very 

uneasily  4  IN RELATION TO British political history and lifestyle. 

UK’s Prime Minister thinks the EU approach is more interested in uniformity, rather than 

  5  FLEXIBILITY. 

 
Furthermore, she believes that too many important  6  MATTERS lacked the right 

flexibility according to a majority of British voters. 

She thinks there are two possible methods of dealing with different  7  INTERESTS. 

 
The first implies the use of force to keep things together, while the second one is to respect and 

           8 CHERISH all differences. 

 
May assures that the UK’s 9  GOAL is not to become more distant to the EU. 

 
Britain  does  not want to  10  TURN THE CLOCK back to an obscure time for 

Europe. 

Despite the separation from the European Union, they will continue to be reliable partners and a 

  11  WILLING ALLIES/CLOSE FRIENDS. 

 
Especially now that  European  security is a  12  GROWING CONCERN, May states 

that British servicemen and women in other European states will continue to fulfil their duty. 

May affirms that the aim of Britain is to reach an  13  EQUAL PARTNERSHIP with the 

EU. She clearly states they do not wish to hold on to bits of   14  MEMBERSHIP 

while leaving. 

May concludes by saying that  she  is  tasked  with  reaching the  15  RIGHT DEAL for 

Britain throughout the separation. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0rRnTFJszU 
 

 
THERESA MAY’S SPEECH ON BREXIT 

 

 
Number 1 

Dall’inizio fino a 5,25. 
 

 
A little over six months ago, the British people voted for change. They voted to shape a brighter 

future for our country. They voted to leave the European Union and embrace the world. And they 

did so with their eyes open: accepting that the road ahead will be uncertain at times, but believing 

that it leads towards a brighter future for their children - and their grandchildren too. 

And it is the job of this Government to deliver it. That means more than negotiating our new 

relationship with the EU. It means taking the opportunity of this great moment of national change 

to step back and ask ourselves what kind of country we want to be. 

My answer is clear. I want this United Kingdom to emerge from this period of change stronger, fairer, 

more united and more outward-looking than ever before. I want us to be a secure, prosperous, 

tolerant country - a magnet for international talent and a home to the pioneers and innovators who 

will shape the world ahead. 

I want us to be a truly Global Britain - the best friend and neighbour to our European partners, but 

a country that reaches beyond the borders of Europe too. A country that goes out into the world to 

build relationships with old friends and new allies alike. 

I want Britain to be what we have the potential, talent and ambition to be. A great, global trading 

nation that is respected around the world and strong, confident and united at home. 

That is why this Government has a Plan for Britain. One that gets us the right deal abroad but also 

ensures we get a better deal for ordinary working people at home. 

It's why that plan sets out how we will use this moment of change to build a stronger economy and 

a fairer society by embracing genuine economic and social reform. Why our new Modern Industrial 

Strategy is being developed, to ensure every nation and area of the United Kingdom can make the 

most of the opportunities ahead. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0rRnTFJszU
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Why we will go further to reform our schools to ensure every child has the knowledge and the skills 

they need to thrive in post-Brexit Britain. Why as we continue to bring the deficit down, we will take 

a balanced approach by investing in our economic infrastructure - because it can transform the 

growth potential of our economy and improve the quality of people's lives across the whole country. 

It's why we will put the preservation of our precious Union at the heart of everything we do. Because 

it is only by coming together as one great union of nations and people that we can make the most 

of the opportunities ahead. 

The result of the referendum was not a decision to turn inward and retreat from the world. Because 

Britain's history and culture is profoundly internationalist. We are a European country - and proud 

of our shared European heritage - but we are also a country that has always looked beyond Europe 

to the wider world. 

That is why we are one of the most racially diverse countries in Europe, one of the most multicultural 

members of the European Union, and why - whether we are talking about India, Pakistan, 

Bangladesh, America, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, countries in Africa or those that are closer to 

home in Europe - so many of us have close friends and relatives from across the world. 

Instinctively, we want to travel to, study in, trade with countries not just in Europe but beyond the 

borders of our continent. 

Even now as we prepare to leave the EU, we are planning for the next biennial Commonwealth 

Heads of Government meeting in 2018 - a reminder of our unique and proud global relationships. 

And it is important to recognise this fact. June the 23rd was not the moment Britain chose to step 

back from the world. It was the moment we chose to build a truly Global Britain. 

I know that this - and the other reasons Britain took such a decision - is not always well understood 

among our friends and allies in Europe. And I know many fear that this might herald the beginning 

of a greater unravelling of the EU. 

But let me be clear: I do not want that to happen. It would not be in the best interests of Britain. It 

remains overwhelmingly and compellingly in Britain's national interest that the EU should succeed. 

And that is why I hope in the months and years ahead we will all reflect on the lessons of Britain's 

decision to leave. 
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Number 2 

 
Da 5,26 fino a 10,28 

 
So, let me take this opportunity to set out the reasons for our decision and to address the people of 

Europe directly. 

It's not simply because our history and culture is profoundly internationalist, important though that 

is. Many in Britain have always felt that the United Kingdom's place in the European Union came at 

the expense of our global ties, and of a bolder embrace of free trade with the wider world. 

There are other important reasons too. Our political traditions are different. Unlike other European 

countries, we have no written constitution, but the principle of Parliamentary Sovereignty is the 

basis of our unwritten constitutional settlement. 

We have only a recent history of devolved governance - though it has rapidly embedded itself - and 

we have little history of coalition government. 

The public expect to be able to hold their governments to account very directly, and as a result 

supranational institutions as strong as those created by the European Union sit very uneasily in 

relation to our political history and way of life. 

And, while I know Britain might at times have been seen as an awkward member state, the European 

Union has struggled to deal with the diversity of its member countries and their interests. It bends 

towards uniformity, not flexibility. 

David Cameron's negotiation was a valiant final attempt to make it work for Britain - and I want to 

thank all those elsewhere in Europe who helped him reach an agreement - but the blunt truth, as 

we know, is that there was not enough flexibility on many important matters for a majority of British 

voters. 

Now I do not believe that these things apply uniquely to Britain. Britain is not the only member state 

where there is a strong attachment to accountable and democratic government, such a strong 

internationalist mindset, or a belief that diversity within Europe should be celebrated. 
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And so, I believe there is a lesson in Brexit not just for Britain but, if it wants to succeed, for the EU 

itself. Because our continent's great strength has always been its diversity. 

And there are two ways of dealing with different interests. You can respond by trying to hold things 

together by force, tightening a vice-like grip that ends up crushing into tiny pieces the very things 

you want to protect. 

Or you can respect difference, cherish it even, and reform the EU so that it deals better with the 

wonderful diversity of its member states. 

So, to our friends across Europe, let me say this. Our vote to leave the European Union was no 

rejection of the values we share. The decision to leave the EU represents no desire to become more 

distant to you, our friends and neighbours. 

It was no attempt to do harm to the EU itself or to any of its remaining member states. We do not 

want to turn the clock back to the days when Europe was less peaceful, less secure and less able to 

trade freely. 

It was a vote to restore, as we see it, our parliamentary democracy, national self-determination, and 

to become even more global and internationalist in action and in spirit. 

We will continue to be reliable partners, willing allies and close friends. We want to buy your goods 

and services, sell you ours, trade with you as freely as possible, and work with one another to make 

sure we are all safer, more secure and more prosperous through continued friendship. 

You will still be welcome in this country as we hope our citizens will be welcome in yours. At a  time 

when together we face a serious threat from our enemies, Britain's unique intelligence capabilities 

will continue to help to keep people in Europe safe from terrorism. 

And at a time when there is growing concern about European security, Britain's servicemen and 

women, based in European countries including Estonia, Poland and Romania, will continue to do 

their duty. 

We are leaving the European Union, but we are not leaving Europe. 

 
And that is why we seek a new and equal partnership - between an independent, self-governing, 

Global Britain and our friends and allies in the EU. Not partial membership of the European Union, 

associate membership of the European Union, or anything that leaves us half-in, half-out. 

We do not seek to adopt a model already enjoyed by other countries. We do not seek to hold on to 

bits of membership as we leave. 

No, the United Kingdom is leaving the European Union. And my job is to get the right deal for 

Britain as we do. 
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Michelle Obama’s speech for Let Girls Learn 
 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVz9SFVnHk0 

 

Michelle Obama speaks for the 1)  of Let Girls Learn. 

 
She knows everyone involved has a story about how they first 2)    in the 

matter. 

She reminds to the audience that too many girls in the world do not have the same opportunities 

that people in the first world may 3)  . 

The first lady states that girls around the world face 4)  every day just for being 

normal human beings. 

While  travelling and 5)    she realized that resources are not the 

only obstacle to girls’ education. An obstacle is the belief that girls 6)  of it. 

According to the first lady, education can provide girls with the 7)        

  they  need.   Girls know and  feel in 8)     that education matters and 

that it is their only way to reach 9)          -  , the only  chance 10)      

their own fate 

She adds that this issue of girl’s education is resonating and people  are 11)  in 

every sector. 

Impact of the efforts made can be already seen twelve months after the launch of the programme 

and Michelle Obama takes as an example the an Ethiopian girl, who found out that her parents 

12)        

  with the marriage. 

marry her off to a complete stranger and she refused to 13) 

 

Michelle Obama closes saying she looks forward to 14)   what they started. 

She finally asks everyone weather they want to 15)  . 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVz9SFVnHk0
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Michelle Obama’s speech for Let Girls Learn 
 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVz9SFVnHk0 

 

Michelle Obama speaks for the  1  FIRST ANNIVERSARY of Let Girls Learn. 

 
She  knows everyone  involved  has  a story about how they first  2  GOT ENGAGED in 

the matter. 

She reminds to the audience that too many girls in the world do not have the same opportunities 

that people in the first world may  3  TAKE FOR GRANTED. 

The first lady states that girls around the world face  4  GRAVE DANGER every day just 

for being normal human beings. 

While  travelling  and _5  LEARNIG  FROM  EXPERTS    she realized that 

resources are not the only obstacle to girls’ education. An obstacle is the belief that girls 6)    

  AREN’T WORTHY of it. 
 

According to the first lady, education can provide girls with the 7) QUALIFICATIONS, CONNECTIONS 

AND  CONFIDENCE  they  need.    Girls  know  and  feel  in  8)       THEIR  BONES   that 

education matters and that it is their only way to reach 9) SELF-SUFFICIENCY        -   , 

the only chance 10)  TO SHAPE their own fate. 

She  adds that this  issue  of  girl’s  education  is resonating  and   people are 11)  STEPPING 

UP  in every sector are doing their part. 

Impact of the efforts made can be already seen twelve months after the launch of the programme 

and Michelle Obama takes as an example the an Ethiopian girl, who found out that her parents 

12)        WERE PLANNING TO   marry her off to a complete stranger and she 

refused to 13)     GO THROUGH  with the marriage. 

Michelle Obama confesses she looks forward to  14  CONTINUING what they 

started. 

She finally asks everyone weather they want to  15  GET TO WORK/GET THIS DONE. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVz9SFVnHk0
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Michelle Obama’s speech for Let Girls Learn 
 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVz9SFVnHk0 

 

Hi, everyone. It is a pleasure to be here with all of you on this International Women’s Day as we 

mark the first anniversary of Let Girls Learn. And today, we want to celebrate  all  of  the wonderful 

progress we’ve made and the momentum we’re seeing around girls’ education across the globe. 

 

And I know that each of us here today has a story like Samantha shared about how we first got 

engaged in this issue –- the moment our heart first broke or we felt that first flare of outrage  when 

we realized that 62 million girls worldwide –- girls who are just as smart and hard-working  as we 

are -– aren’t getting the opportunities that we sometimes take for granted. 

 

For me, it was the drumbeat of horrifying stories: little girls being brutally assaulted on their way to 

school, being forced to marry and bear children when they’re barely even teenagers. Girls in every 

corner of the globe facing grave danger simply because they were full and equal human beings -- 

that’s what they decided -- worthy of developing their boundless potential. 

 

And the more I travelled and met with girls and learned from experts about this issue, the more I 

realized that the barriers to girls’ education isn’t just resources. It’s not just about access to 

scholarships or transportation or school bathrooms. It’s also about attitudes and beliefs -– the belief 

that girls simply aren’t worthy of an education; that  women should have no role outside  the home; 

that their bodies aren’t their own, their minds don’t really matter, and their voices simply shouldn’t 

be heard. 

 

The ability to read, write, and analyse; the confidence to stand up and demand justice and equality; 

the qualifications and connections to get your foot in that door and take your seat at  that table -- 

all of that starts with education. And trust me, girls around the world, they understand this. They 

feel it in their bones, and they will do whatever it takes to get that education. 

 

These girls risk everything -– the rejection of their communities, the violation of their bodies -– 

everything, just to go to school each day. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVz9SFVnHk0
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You see, they know that education is their only path to self-sufficiency. It is their only chance to 

shape their own fate rather than having the limits of their lives dictated to them by others. 

 

So, it’s not surprising that over the past year since we launched Let Girls Learn, we have been 

overwhelmed by the response we’ve received. 

 

This issue is truly resonating as folks in every sector are stepping up to take action on behalf of these 

girls around the world. From day one, the U.S. government has been leading the way with State, 

USAID, the Millennium Challenge Corporation, investing hundreds of millions of dollars. 

 

Just 12 months after we launched Let Girls Learn, we’re seeing the impact of these efforts all around 

the world.  We see it in the story of a girl named Fiker from Ethiopia who, at the age of   13, found 

out that her parents were planning to marry her off to a man she’d never met.  But  Fiker had learned 

about the dangers of early marriage from a USAID program she  was  involved  in, so she refused to 

go through with the marriage. She went on to graduate first in her entire sixth-grade class. 

 

So, I want to close by thanking all of you once again for everything you have done  in  this year, and 

everything we will continue to do together. And I do look forward to continuing our work together 

in the months and years to come.  And I cannot wait to see  all the doors we will open,  all the 

fortunes we -- and futures we transform for girls across the globe. 

 

So, you guys ready to get to work? (Applause.) You think we can get this done? (Applause.) All right. 

Thank you all so much. God bless. (Applause.) 
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https://www.c-span.org/video/?415549-1/mylan-inc-ceo-heather-bresch-testifies-epipen-price-increases 
 

Oral Testimony of Mylan’s CEO Heather Bresch 
 
 

 
Ms. Bresch addresses the chairman, a ranking member and all the members of the 1) 

  . 

 
She wants to share information about her background and what they have done in the last weeks 

2)  the concerns about EpiPens. 

 
Ms. Bresch grew up in a small town in West Virginia in a close family with a strong 3)    

  . 

 
She joined Mylan in 1992 as an entry level clerk and she 4)    fifteen 

different roles in the company until she reached her current position. 

Today, Mylan’s sales are in 5)  $11 billion and the company has more than 40,000 

employees. 

Ms. Bresch underlines that Mylan is not a niche pharmaceutical company that only offers a 6) 

  of products. 

 
She states that over the last 55 years, they 7)   to offer more than 2700 

products, but they see 8)  to do more. 

According to Bresch, Mylan will invest $3 million per day to bring 9)    

  to many more complex products, such as insulin and biosimilars. 

 
She says that, in the U.S. alone, they offer a 10)  of 635 different products. 

 
Over the last ten years, Mylan’s medicines 11)  the U.S. healthcare 

costs by $180 billion. 

Ms. Bresch believes that an EpiPen injector may look simple, but it is actually 12)    

  . 

 
She explains that those EpiPens must treat life-threatening symptoms quickly and without fail, 

many times they are 13)  -  by the person in the state of 

anaphylaxis. She adds that Mylan acquired the company that owned EpiPen in 2007 and at that 

time, it 14)   that anaphylaxis was causing 1500 deaths annually. 
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Ms. Bresch read stories of children dying at school because they did not have access to an 

epinephrine auto-injector or due to 15)  education about it. 

She thinks that they have worked conscientiously and invested 16)   EpiPen and 

make it more available and they have succeeded on 17)  . 

Bresch believes they have made great strides in 18)  to 

EpiPens in public places. 

She informs that in the last four years, Mylan has 19)  700,000 free EpiPens to 

more than 66,000 schools across America, with no strings attached. 

Bresch knows there is considerable concern and 20)  about the pricing of 

EpiPen. 

She says that in the complicated world of pharmaceutical 21)  there is 

something known as the wholesale acquisition cost. 

Bresch says that the annual increase in revenue for the last two years was approximately 8% per 

year or 16.6% 22)  . 

Bresch affirms that in the last weeks they have confronted the EpiPen issue 23)  _  . 

 
As an example, she stated that the company announced the first generic version of the EpiPen, 

which will be priced at $300 and it is an 24)  move. 

The 25)  example Bresch gives is the fact that Mylan doubled the eligibility of 

patients receiving free pens. 

Because of the changes they want to make, Bresch expects the profit per pen will be substantially 

lower than 26)  . 

Bresch is honoured and proud to be CEO of Mylan and says she has spent her entire working 

career to 27)  barriers to access high quality medicine. 

She wishes the company 28)   EpiPen financial issue, but 

when they focused on this issue they29)  with an immediate and sustainable 

solution. 

Finally, Bresch declares that they will continue their leadership in developing high quality 

medicines and 30)  . 
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Oral Testimony of Mylan CEO Heather Bresch (N.B: Tutto audio) 

 
Ms. Bresch speaks to Chairman Chaffetz, Ranking Member Cummings and the members of the 

  1  COMMITTEE. 

 
She wants to share information about her background and what they have done in the last week 

  2  TO ADDRESS the concerns about EpiPens. 

 
Ms. Bresch grew up in a small town in West Virginia in a close family with a strong  3  

WORK ETHIC. 

She joined Mylan in 1992 as an entry lever clerk and she  4  WORKED THROUGH fifteen 

different roles in the company until she reached her current position. 

Today, Mylan’s sales are in  5  EXCESS OF $11 billion and the company has more than 

40,000 employees. 

Ms. Bresch underlines that Mylan is not a niche pharmaceutical company that only offers a 

  6  HANDFUL of products. 

 
She states that over the last 55 years, they     7  HAVE GROWN to offer more than 2700 

products, but they see  8  THE NEED to do more. 

According to Bresch, Mylan will invest $3 million per day to bring __9  AFFORDABLE 

ACCESS to many more complex products, such as insulin and biosimilars. 

She says that, in the U.S. alone, they offer a _10  PORTFOLIO of 635 different products. 

 
Over the last decade, Mylan’s medicines  11  HAVE REDUCED the U.S. healthcare costs 

by $180 billion. 

Ms. Bresch believes that an EpiPen may look simple, but it is actually     12  QUITE 

COMPLEX. 

She explains that those EpiPens must treat life-threatening symptoms quickly and without fail, 

many times  13  SELF-ADMINISTERED by the person in the state of anaphylaxis. 

She adds that Mylan acquired the company that owned EpiPen in 2007 and at the same time, it 

  14  WAS ESTIMATED that anaphylaxis was causing 1500 deaths annually. 

 
Ms. Bresch read stories of children dying at school because they did not have access to an 

epinephrine auto-injector or due to _15  A LACK OF education about it. 
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She thinks that they have worked diligently and invested     16  TO ENHANCE EpiPen and 

make it more available and they have succeeded on  17   MANY FRONTS. 

Bresch believes they have made great strides in  18  PROVIDING ACCESS to EpiPens in 

public places, starting with schools. 

She informs that in the last four years, Mylan has provided 700,000 free EpiPens to more than 

66,000 schools across America, with no  19  STRINGS ATTACHED. 

Bresch knows there is considerable concern and  20  SKEPTICISM about the 

pricing of EpiPen. 

She says that in the complicated world of pharmaceutical  21  PRICING there 

is something knows as the Wholesale Acquisition Cost. 

Bresch says that the annual increase in revenue for the last two years was approximately 8% per 

year or 16.6%  22  CUMULATIVELY. 

Bresch affirms that in the last weeks they have confronted the EpiPen issue     23  HEAD 

ON. 

They announced the first generic version of the EpiPen, which will be priced at $300 and it is an 

  24  UNPRECEDENTED move. 

 
The  25  FOURTH example Bresch gives is the fact that Mylan doubled the 

eligibility of patients receiving free pens. 

Because of the changes they want to make, Bresch expects the profit per pen will be substantially 

lower than  26  IT IS NOW. 

Bresch is honoured and proud to be CEO of Mylan and says she has spent her entire working 

career to  27  BREAK DOWN barriers to access high quality medicine. 

She wishes they  28  HAD BETTER ANTICIPATED the magnitude and acceleration of 

the rising financial issue, but they focused on this issue and _29  CAME UP with an 

immediate and sustainable solution. 

Finally, Bresch declares that they will continue their leadership in developing high quality 

medicines and  30  EXPANDING ACCESS to affordable drugs. 
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https://www.c-span.org/video/?415549-1/mylan-inc-ceo-heather-bresch-testifies-epipen-price-increases 
 

Oral Testimony of Mylan CEO Heather Bresch before the United States House of Representatives 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 

Wednesday, September 21, 2016 
 
 

 
Good afternoon Chairman Chaffetz, Ranking Member Cummings and members of the committee. 

 
I'm Heather Bresch, the CEO of Mylan and I appreciate the chance to be with you today. Before I 

answer your questions, I would like to share with you little information on my background and Mylan 

and tell you what we have done in the last weeks to address the concerns about the price and the 

availability of EpiPens. 

I grew up in a small town in West Virginia, in a close family with a strong work ethic. I joined Mylan 

in 1992 as an entry level clerk, performing basic administrative tasks in the basement of the 

company’s manufacturing facility and worked through 15 different roles in the company until I 

reached my current position. 

When I started with Mylan, our sales were approximately $100 million, with less than 500 

employees. Today, our sales are in excess of $11 billion, with more than 40,000 employees and 1 in 

13 U.S. prescriptions is filled with one of Mylan's medications. 

I would like to highlight just two facts about Mylan. 

 
First, we aren’t the kind of niche pharmaceutical company that offers only a handful of products. In 

fact, we are the exact opposite. Over the last 55 years, we have grown to offer more than two 

thousand, seven hundred products, predominantly generics, made at more than 50 manufacturing 

facilities, capable of producing up to 80 billion doses annually, and we see the need to do more. 

This year alone, we will invest approximately $1.2 billion in research and development and 

manufacturing, or roughly $3 million per day, to bring affordable access to many more complex 

products, such as insulin and biosimilars. 

Second, our business is predicated on high volumes of hundreds of products. In the U.S. alone, we 

offer a portfolio of 635 products, which translated last year to more than 21 billion doses available 
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to patients, at an average price to Mylan of 25 cents. Over the last decade, Mylan’s medicines have 

reduced the U.S. healthcare costs by approximately $180 billion. 

This is the an EpiPen... 

 
It may look simple, but it is actually quite complex. In the event of anaphylaxis – a severe allergic 

reaction – the more than 15 critical components in this device must work every time and in seconds 

to deliver medicine to treat life-threatening symptoms quickly and without fail, many times self-

administered by the person in the state of anaphylaxis. 

Before Mylan acquired the company that owned EpiPen in 2007, fewer than 1 million of the 43 

million people at risk had access to an epinephrine auto injector. At the same time, it was estimated 

that anaphylaxis was causing 1,500 deaths annually. We read stories of children dying at school 

because they did not have access to an epinephrine auto-injector or due to a lack of education about 

the need. We saw this as an unacceptable and largely preventable health problem. 

We worked diligently and invested to enhance EpiPen and make it more available. In fact, we have 

invested more than one billion dollars in these efforts over the last few years and have succeeded 

on many fronts. 

We put an improved EpiPen device on the market in 2009. 

We now reach 80% more patients. 

And today, approximately 85% of EpiPen patients pay less than $100 for 2 and a majority less than 

$50. 

 
And we have made great strides in providing access to EpiPens in public places, starting with schools. 

In the last four years alone, Mylan provided seven hundred thousand free EpiPens to more than 

66,000 schools across America, with no strings attached. Our pens were used hundreds of times, 

including on many children who had no known allergies. 

I know there is considerable concern and skepticism about the pricing of EpiPen and I think many 

people incorrectly assume we make $600 off of each pen. It’s simply not true. 

Recent EpiPen price increases have not yielded the revenue to Mylan that many assume. In the 

complicated world of pharmaceutical pricing there is something known as the Wholesale 
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Acquisition Cost. Since 2014, the Wholesale Acquisition Cost for 2 EpiPens increased from $401 to 

$608, or 51%. 

 
But the net revenue to Mylan after rebates and fees – what we actually received – increased from 

$235 to $274. In other words, the annual increase to Mylan for the last 2 years was approximately 

8% per year, or 16.6% cumulatively during this period. 

From that, you must subtract our cost of goods which is $69. This leaves a balance of $205. After 

subtracting EpiPen related costs our profit is $100, or approximately $50 per pen. 

In the last few weeks, we have confronted the EpiPen issue head on. Our program has four parts: 

 
We announced the first ever generic of the EpiPen product, which will be priced at $300. This 

unprecedented move is the fastest and most direct way to reduce the price for all patients. 

Second, we are creating a direct ship option, allowing patients to purchase the generic product 

directly from Mylan. 

Third, we increased our Epipen Savings Card for the brand product from $100 to $300. 

 
Fourth, we doubled the eligibility of patients receiving free pens from $48,600 to $97,200 for a 

family of four. 

With these changes, our profit per pen will be substantially lower than it is now. 

 
I’m honoured and proud to be the CEO of Mylan and I’ve spent my entire career working to break 

down barriers to access, expand access to high quality medicine and lower healthcare costs. 

I wish we had better anticipated the magnitude and acceleration of the rising financial issues for a 

growing minority of patients who may have ended up paying the full wholesale acquisition cost or 

more. We never intended this. We listened and focused on this issue and came up with an 

immediate and sustainable solution. 

Going forward, we will continue our leadership in developing high quality medicines and expanding 

access. 
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OBAMA 2008: ACCEPTANCE SPEECH 

PART 1 

 

 

 

Obama starts his speech saying that if there is anyone who doubts that America is a place where 

everything is possible, who 1)   if the dream of American founders is alive, 

his  election  is  their  answer.  He  says  it  is  an  answer  given  by  lines  that 2)     

  schools and churches in numbers that America has neve seen. 
 

It  is  an answer 3)    young and old people, Democrat and Republican, black, white, 

Hispanic, Asian, Native American, gay, straight disabled and not disabled. 

Obama thinks Americans sent a message to the world that they have never been just a 4) 

     people. 

 
He believes his election implied  some people  to 5)   on the arc of history and 

bend it towards the hope of a better day. 

He believes that because of what they did in his election at this 6)    , 

change has come to America. 

Earlier  that  evening,  Obama  had  received an 7)      call 

from  Senator  McCain.  According  to  Obama,  Sen. McCain 8)     sacrifices for 

America that people cannot even begin to imagine and the nation is better off for the service 

9)  . 

 
Obama thanks the newly elected vice-president, a man who 10)  his heart. 

 
Obama  adds  he would not 11)    without the unyielding support of the 

nation’s next first lady Michelle Obama. 

He also thinks about his grandmother and the rest of family and says that his debt to them is 12) 

  . 

 
Obama  mentions both his  campaign manager the 13)     of the campaign 

and David Axelrod, who is Obama’s 14)  . 

Obama wants his campaign team to know that he is forever grateful for what they’ve sacrificed to 

15)  . 
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OBAMA 2008: ACCEPTANCE SPEECH 

PART 2 

 

 

 

Obama states that above all, he will never forget who his victory truly 1)   his 

supporters. 

He admits he was never the 2)  candidate for the presidency. 

 
His  campaign  didn’t  start  with  much money 3)    and wasn’t 

hatched in the halls of Washington. 

Obama believes the campaign was built by working men and women, who 4)        

their savings to help the campaign. 

It also grew strength from the young people who rejected the myth of their generation’s 

 
5)  and from  the  not-so-young people,  who  braved the 6)    and 

scorching heat to knock on doors. 

Obama is proud to say that more than two centuries later a government of the people, by the 

people and for the people 7)  from the Earth. 

Obama knows that people voted also because they understand the enormity of the task that 8) 

  . 

 
The challenges that tomorrow will bring are the greatest of their lifetime: two wars, a planet 9) 

  , the worst financial crisis in a century. 

 
Obama reminds everyone that - as they stand there - there are brave Americans 10)    

  in the deserts of Iraq and the mountains of Afghanistan to risk their lives for them. 

 
There  are  also  mothers  and  father  who will 11)    as they are worried about the 

mortgage or doctors’ bills or saving for their child’s college education. 

Obama says there is new energy to harness, new jobs to be created, new schools to build, 12) 

  and 13)  . 

 
He expects the road ahead to be long and the 14)      but 

he promises that they as a people 15)    . 
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He  admits that there will  be 16)  and 17)    , but he will always be 

honest with the people and listen to them and ask them to join in the work of 18)     

  block by block, 19)  , calloused hand by calloused hand. 
 

According to Obama, his victory is not the scope, but only the chance to 20)  _    

  and it cannot happen if they go back to the way things were. 

 
He wants to summon a new spirit  of 21)      , where 

everyone  decides  to  work  harder and  22)     not only themselves but each 

other. 

Obama believes it is impossible to have 23)  Wall Street while Main Street suffers. 

 
It is important not to fall back in the partisanship and pettiness and immaturity that 24)     

  _ politics for so long. 

 
He describes the Republican Party as a party founded on the values of 25)  , 

individual liberty and national unity. 

Obama says that even though the Democratic Party has won a great victory, they remain humble 

and determined to heal the divides that 26)  their progress. 

He  mentions  Lincoln  and  what  he  said  to  a  nation  27)      than it is 

nowadays: “we are not enemies but friends”. 

Obama also addresses those Americans whose support he has 28)  and tells them 

he will be their President too. 

Obama speaks to those watching him from abroad, to those who are huddled around radios and 

he says that their stories are singular, but their destiny 29)  . 

He states that a new dawn of American leadership is 30)  . 
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OBAMA 2008 ACCEPTANCE SPEECH 
 

PART 3 

Obama says to those who would tear 1)  that they will be defeated. 

He believes that true strength does not come from powerful arms or wealth, but from the 2) 

  of their ideals. 

 
Obama underlines the true genius of America: that the Union can 3)  _. 

 
Obama affirms that his election had many 4)  and many stories, and he chooses to tell 

the story about a woman who cast her ballot in Atlanta. Ann Nixon Cooper was born just a 

generation 5)  ; a time when the colour of her skin and her sex prevented her from 

voting. 

Obama thinks about all that Ann has 6)    her century in America, the 

heartache and the hope, the struggle and the progress, the times people were told they can’t and 

the people who 7)  with the American creed: Yes, we can. 

Ann lived in a time when women’s voices were silenced and their hopes dismissed, she lived to see 

them stand up and 8)  . 

Obama  says  that  when  the  bombs fell on  America’s  harbour and tyranny   9)     

  , Ann was there to witness a generation rise to greatness. 

 
During Ann’s life, a  man 10)    on the moon and a wall came down in 

Berlin. 

In Obama’s election, Ann touched a screen and 11)   , because after 

106 years in America, through the best of times and the 12)     , she 

knows how America can change. 

Obama says to America that they  have 13)    and this is the moment to put 

our people back to work and open doors of opportunity for our kids. 

Obama  says  it’s  time  to  restore  prosperity,  to  promote  peace   and  to  14)  the 

American dream. 

Obama states that if they are met with cynicism and doubts, they will respond with that 15) 

  that sums up the spirit of people: Yes, we can. 
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OBAMA 2008 ACCEPTANCE SPEECH 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEo7lzfpdCU&t=4s 

 

PART 1 (da 0 a 6,03 min) 

 
Obama affirms that if there is anyone who doubts that America is a place where everything is 

possible, who still   1   STILL WONDERS if the dream of American founders is alive, Obama’s election 

is their answer. He says it is an answer told by lines that 2) STRETCHED AROUND 

  schools and churches in numbers that America has never seen. 
 

It  is an answer     3  SPOKEN BY young and old people, Democrat and Republican, black, 

white, Hispanic, Asian, Native American, gay, straight disabled and not disabled. 

Obama thinks Americans sent a message to the world that they have never been just a 

  4  COLLECTION OF people. 

 
He believes his election is an answer that led some people to  5  PUT THEIR HANDS 

on the arc of history and bend it towards the hope of a better day. 

He believes that because of what they did in his election at this  6  DEFINING MOMENT, 

change has come to America. 

Earlier that evening, Obama had received an   7  

EXTRAORDINARILY GRACIOUS call from Senator McCain. According to Obama, Sen. McCain 

  8  HAS ENDURED sacrifices for America that people can even begin to imagine and 

the nation is better off for the service  9  RENDERED BY HIM. 

Obama thanks the newly elected vice-president, a man who 10   CAMPAIGNED 

FROM     his heart. 

Obama adds he would not  11  BE STANDING THERE without the unyielding support of 

the nation’s next first lady Michelle Obama. 

He also thinks about his grandmother and the rest of the family and says that his debt to them is 

  12  BEYOND MEASURE. 

 
Obama   mentions   his   campaign   manager the   13  UNSUNG HERO of this 

campaign and also David Axelrod, who is Obama’s   14   CHIEF STRATEGIST. 

Obama wants his campaign team to know that he is forever grateful for what they’ve sacrificed to 

  15  MAKE THIS HAPPEN. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEo7lzfpdCU&amp;t=4s
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PART 2 Da 6,05 a 12,15 

 
Obama  states that  above all, he  will never forget  his victory truly  1  BELONGS TO his 

supporters. 

He admits he was never the  2  LIKELIEST candidate for the presidency. 

 
His campaign didn’t start with much money or 3  MANY ENDORSEMENTS and wasn’t 

hatched in the halls of Washington. 

Obama believes the campaign was built by working men and women, who  4  DUG 

INTO their savings to help the campaign. 

It also grew strength from the young people who rejected the myth of their generation’s 

  5  APATHY and from the not-so-young people, who braved the  6  BITTER COLD 

and scorching heat to knock on doors. 

Obama is proud to say that more than two centuries later a government of the people, by the 

people and for the people     7  HAS NOT PERISHED from the Earth. 

Obama knows that people voted  also because they understand the  enormity of the task that        

8  LIES AHEAD. 

The challenges that tomorrow will bring are the greatest of their lifetime: two wars, a planet 

_9  IN PERIL, the worst financial crisis in a century. 

 
Obama  reminds  everyone  that,  as they  stand  there, there  are brave Americans  10  

WAKING UP in the deserts of Iraq and the mountains of Afghanistan to risk their lives for them. 

There are also mothers and father who will  11  LIE AWAKE and because they are worried 

about the mortgage or the doctors’ bills or saving for their child’s college education. 

Obama says there is new  energy  to  harness,  new  jobs  to  be  created,  new  schools  to  build, 

12  THREATS TO MEET and  13  ALLIANCES TO REPAIR. 

He expects the road ahead to be long and the  14  CLIMB TO BE STEEP but he promises 

that they as a people  15  WILL GET THERE. 

He admits that there will  be     16  SETBACKS and  17  FALSE STARTS, but he will 

always be honest with the people and listen to them and ask them to join in the work of 
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  18  REMAKING  THE  NATION  block by block,  19  BRICK BY BRICK, 

calloused hand by calloused hand. 

According to Obama, his victory  is not the  scope,  but only the chance to  _20  

MAKE THAT CHANGE and it cannot happen if they go back to the way things were. 
 

He   wants   to   summon   a   new  spirit  of  21  PATRIOTISM AND 

RESPONSIBILITY/SERVICE AND SACRIFICE, where everyone decides to work  harder and  22 

 LOOK AFTER not only 

themselves but each other. 

Obama believes it is impossible  to have  23  A THRIVING Wall Street while Main Street 

suffers. 

It is important not to fall back in the partisanship and pettiness and immaturity that 

  24  HAS POISONED politics for so long. 

 
He  describes  the  Republican  Party  as  a  party  founded  on  the  values  of  25  SELF- 

RELIANCE, individual liberty and national unity. 

Obama says that even though the Democratic Party has won a great victory, they remain humble 

and determined to heal the divides that  26  HAVE HELD BACK their progress. 

He  mentions Lincoln  and  what he  said  to  a nation _27  FAR MORE DIVIDED than it is 

nowadays: “we are not enemies but friends”. 

Obama  also addresses those Americans whose support he  has     28  YET TO EARN and 

tells them he will be their President too. 

Obama speaks to those watching him from abroad, to those who are huddled around radios and 

says that their stories are singular, but their destiny 29  IS SHARED. 

He states that a new dawn of American leadership is  30  AT HAND. 
 
 

 
PART 3 Da 12,15 alla fine 

 
Obama says to those who would tear  1  THE WORLD DOWN that they will be defeated. 

 
He believes that true strength does not come from powerful arms or the scale of wealth, but from 

the     2  ENDURING POWER of their ideals. 

Obama underlines the true genius of America: that the Union can  3  BE PERFECTED. 
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Obama affirms that his election had many  4 FIRSTS and many stories, and the one on his 

mind is the story about a woman who cast her ballot in Atlanta: Ann Nixon Cooper. 

Ann Nixon Cooper was born just a generation         5  PAST SLAVERY; a time when the colour 

of her skin and her sex prevented her from voting. 

Obama thinks about all that Ann has  6 SEEN THROUGHOUT  her century in America, the 

heartache and the hope, the struggle and the progress, the times people were told they can’t and 

the people who 7 PRESSED ON with the American creed: Yes, we can. 

Ann lived in a time when women’s voices were silenced and their hopes dismissed, she lived to see 

them stand up and       8  SPEAK OUT. 

Obama   says   that   when   the   bombs   fell   on   America’s   harbour   and  tyranny         9   

THREATENED THE WORLD, Ann was there to witness a generation rise to greatness. 

During Ann’s life,  a man        10  TOUCHED DOWN on the moon and a wall came down in 

Berlin. 

In Obama’s election, Ann touched her finger to a screen and 11  CAST HER 

VOTE, because after 106 years in America, through the best of times and the        12   

DARKEST OF HOURS, she knows how America can change. 

Obama says to America that they have _    13  COME SO FAR and this is the moment to put 

our people back to work and open doors of opportunity for our kids. 

Obama says it’s time to restore prosperity, to promote peace and to     14  RECLAIM the 

American dream. 

Obama  states  that  if  they  are  met  with  cynicism  and  doubts,  they  will  respond  with  that 

15  TIMELESS CREED that sums up the spirit of people: Yes, we can. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEo7lzfpdCU&t=4s 
 
 
 
 
 

 

NUMBER 1 

 
Dall’inizio fino a 6,00 

Hello, Chicago. 

If there is anyone out there who still doubts that America is a place where all things are possible, 

who still wonders if the dream of our founders is alive in our time, who still questions the power of 

our democracy, tonight is your answer. 

It's the answer told by lines that stretched around schools and churches in numbers this nation has 

never seen, by people who waited three hours and four hours, many for the first time in their lives, 

because they believed that this time must be different, that their voices could be that difference. 

It's the answer spoken by young and old, rich and poor, Democrat and Republican, black, white, 

Hispanic, Asian, Native American, gay, straight, disabled and not disabled. Americans who sent a 

message to the world that we have never been just a collection of individuals or a collection of red 

states and blue states. 

We are, and always will be, the United States of America. 

 
It's the answer that led those who've been told for so long by so many to be cynical and fearful and 

doubtful about what we can achieve to put their hands on the arc of history and bend it once more 

toward the hope of a better day. 

It's been a long time coming, but tonight, because of what we did on this date in this election at this 

defining moment change has come to America. 

A little bit earlier this evening, I received an extraordinarily gracious call from Sen. McCain. 

 
Sen. McCain fought long and hard in this campaign. And he's fought even longer and harder for the 

country that he loves. He has endured sacrifices for America that most of us cannot begin to imagine. 

We are better off for the service rendered by this brave and selfless leader. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEo7lzfpdCU&amp;t=4s
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I congratulate him; I congratulate Gov. Palin for all that they've achieved. And I look forward to 

working with them to renew this nation's promise in the months ahead. 

I want to thank my partner in this journey, a man who campaigned from his heart, and spoke for the 

men and women he grew up with on the streets of Scranton and rode with on the train home to 

Delaware, the vice president-elect of the United States, Joe Biden. 

And I would not be standing here tonight without the unyielding support of my best friend for the 

last 16 years, the rock of our family, the love of my life, the nation's next first lady Michelle Obama. 

Sasha and Malia, I love you both more than you can imagine. And you have earned the new puppy 

that's coming with us to the new White House. 

And while she's no longer with us, I know my grandmother's watching, along with the family that 

made me who I am. I miss them tonight. I know that my debt to them is beyond measure. 

To my sister Maya, my sister Alma, all my other brothers and sisters, thank you so much for all the 

support that you've given me. I am grateful to them. 

And to my campaign manager, David Plouffe, the unsung hero of this campaign, who built the best 

-- the best political campaign, I think, in the history of the United States of America. 

 
To my chief strategist David Axelrod, who's been a partner with me every step of the way. 

 
To the best campaign team ever assembled in the history of politics. You made this happen, and I 

am forever grateful for what you've sacrificed to get it done. 

 
 
 

NUMBER 2 

 
Da 6,05 a 12,15 

 
But above all, I will never forget who this victory truly belongs to. It belongs to you. It belongs to 

you. 

I was never the likeliest candidate for this office. We didn't start with much money or many 

endorsements. Our campaign was not hatched in the halls of Washington. It began in the backyards 

of Des Moines and the living rooms of Concord and the front porches of Charleston. It 
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was built by working men and women, who dug into what little savings they had to give $5 and 

$10 and $20 to the cause. 

 
It grew strength from the young people who rejected the myth of their generation's apathy, who 

left their homes and their families for jobs that offered little pay and less sleep. 

It drew strength from the not-so-young people, who braved the bitter cold and scorching heat to 

knock on doors of perfect strangers, and from the millions of Americans who volunteered and 

organized and proved that more than two centuries later a government of the people, by the people, 

and for the people has not perished from the Earth. 

This is your victory. 

 
And I know you didn't do this just to win an election. And I know you didn't do it for me. 

 
You did it because you understand the enormity of the task that lies ahead. For even as we celebrate 

tonight, we know the challenges that tomorrow will bring are the greatest of  our lifetime -- two 

wars, a planet in peril, the worst financial crisis in a century. 

Even as we stand here tonight, we know there are brave Americans waking up in the deserts of Iraq 

and the mountains of Afghanistan to risk their lives for us. 

There are mothers and fathers who will lie awake after the children fall asleep and wonder how 

they'll make the mortgage or pay their doctors' bills or save enough for their child's college 

education. 

There's new energy to harness, new jobs to be created, new schools to build, and threats to meet, 

alliances to repair. 

The road ahead will be long. Our climb will be steep. We may not get there in one year or even in 

one term. But, America, I have never been more hopeful than I am tonight that we will get there. 

I promise you, we as a people will get there. 

 
There will be setbacks and false starts. There are many who won't agree with every decision or policy 

I make as president. And we know the government can't solve every problem. 

But I will always be honest with you about the challenges we face. I will listen to you, especially 

when we disagree. And, above all, I will ask you to join in the work of remaking this nation, the only 

way it's been done in America for 221 years -- block by block, brick by brick, calloused hand  by 

calloused hand. 
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What began 21 months ago in the depths of winter cannot end on this autumn night. 

 
This victory alone is not the change we seek. It is only the chance for us to make that change. And 

that cannot happen if we go back to the way things were. 

It can't happen without you, without a new spirit of service, a new spirit of sacrifice. 

 
So, let us summon a new spirit of patriotism, of responsibility, where each of us resolves to pitch  in 

and work harder and look after not only ourselves but each other. 

Let us remember that, if this financial crisis taught us anything, it's that we cannot have a thriving 

Wall Street while Main Street suffers. 

In this country, we rise or fall as one nation, as one people. Let's resist the temptation to fall back 

on the same partisanship and pettiness and immaturity that has poisoned our politics for so long. 

Let's remember that it was a man from this state who first carried the banner of the Republican 

Party to the White House, a party founded on the values of self-reliance and individual liberty and 

national unity. 

Those are values that we all share. And while the Democratic Party has won a great victory tonight, 

we do so with a measure of humility and determination to heal the divides that have held back our 

progress. 

As Lincoln said to a nation far more divided than ours, we are not enemies but friends. Though 

passion may have strained, it must not break our bonds of affection. 

And to those Americans whose support I have yet to earn, I may not have won your vote tonight, 

but I hear your voices. I need your help. And I will be your president, too. 

And to all those watching tonight from beyond our shores, from parliaments and palaces, to those 

who are huddled around radios in the forgotten corners of the world, our stories are singular, but 

our destiny is shared, and a new dawn of American leadership is at hand. 

 
 

NUMBER 3 

 
Da 12,15 alla fine. 

 
To those -- to those who would tear the world down: We will defeat you. To those who seek peace 

and security: We support you. And to all those who have wondered if America's beacon still burns 
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as bright: Tonight, we proved once more that the true strength of our nation comes not from the 

might of our arms or the scale of our wealth, but from the enduring power of our ideals: democracy, 

liberty, opportunity and unyielding hope. 

That's the true genius of America: that America can change. Our union can be perfected. What we've 

already achieved gives us hope for what we can and must achieve tomorrow. 

This election had many firsts and many stories that will be told for generations. But one that's on 

my mind tonight's about a woman who cast her ballot in Atlanta. She's a lot like the millions of 

others who stood in line to make their voice heard in this election except for one thing: Ann Nixon 

Cooper is 106 years old. 

She was born just a generation past slavery; a time when there were no cars on the road or planes 

in the sky; when someone like her couldn't vote for two reasons -- because she was a woman and 

because of the colour of her skin. 

And tonight, I think about all that she's seen throughout her century in America -- the heartache and 

the hope; the struggle and the progress; the times we were told that we can't, and the people who 

pressed on with that American creed: Yes, we can. 

At a time when women's voices were silenced and their hopes dismissed, she lived to see them 

stand up and speak out and reach for the ballot. Yes, we can. 

When there was despair in the dust bowl and depression across the land, she saw a nation conquer 

fear itself with a New Deal, new jobs, a new sense of common purpose. Yes, we can. 

When the bombs fell on our harbour and tyranny threatened the world, she was there to witness  a 

generation rise to greatness and a democracy was saved. Yes, we can. 

She was there for the buses in Montgomery, the hoses in Birmingham, a bridge in Selma, and a 

preacher from Atlanta who told a people that "We Shall Overcome." Yes, we can. 

A man touched down on the moon, a wall came down in Berlin, a world was connected by our own 

science and imagination. 

And this year, in this election, she touched her finger to a screen, and cast her vote, because after 

106 years in America, through the best of times and the darkest of hours, she knows how America 

can change. 

Yes, we can. 
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America, we have come so far. We have seen so much. But there is so much more to do. So tonight, 

let us ask ourselves -- if our children should live to see the next century; if my daughters should be 

so lucky to live as long as Ann Nixon Cooper, what change will they see? What progress will we have 

made? 

This is our chance to answer that call. This is our moment. 

 
This is our time, to put our people back to work and open doors of opportunity for our kids; to 

restore prosperity and promote the cause of peace; to reclaim the American dream and reaffirm 

that fundamental truth, that, out of many, we are one; that while we breathe, we hope. And where 

we are met with cynicism and doubts and those who tell us that we can't, we will respond with that 

timeless creed that sums up the spirit of a people: Yes, we can. 

Thank you. God bless you. And may God bless the United States of America. 
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The Queen’s Christmas message for 2017 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xz-djN-cgs 

Sixty years before, Her Majesty the Queen presented the first television broadcast 1)        

  . 

 
In the footage, the Queen says her family often 2)  to watch television. 

 
The  Queen  admits being 3)  by the fact that people will still be watching her at 

home, whatever the technology is. 

For many, the idea of home 4)   a physical building, to a home town 

or city. 

 

The Queen mentions the attacks in London and Manchester, those targeted included children who 

had gone to see 5)   . She says she met some of the 

survivors  after the  6)  and  considers  them  an  example  because  of  their 7) 

  and resilience. She believes it is shocking when our homes and the comfort 

8)  are shattered, since we consider them our place of safety. 
 

 
The Queen refers both to the devastating hurricanes in the Caribbeans and to the Grenfell Tower 

fire in London. She states everyone is 9)  to the emergency services who risk their 

lives, while saving others. 

On a more personal note, the Queen says that she thinks no one 10)   the term 

“platinum” to describe a 70-year-long marriage when she was born. The Queen says Prince Philip 

has chosen to slow down a bit, but his support and sense of humour will be 11)               

  . 
 

Then the Queen turns her attention to another type of “family”, the Commonwealth, which she 

considers  capable of 12)      and  will  gather  52  nations for 13)     

  . 
 

Finally, she  refers to  one  of  the  possible definitions for  Christmas:  a  14)           

  . The Queen talks about charities and churches that arrange meals for homeless people 

and for those who would be alone 15)  . 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xz-djN-cgs
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The Queen’s Christmas message for 2017 
 

 

 

NB: fino a 5.07 (perciò finisce un po’ prima) 

Sixty years before, the Queen presented the first television broadcast  1  OF ITS KIND. 

 
In  the  footage,  the  Queen  says  her  family  often  2  GATHERS AROUND to watch 

television. 

The  Queen admits being   3  STRUCK by the fact that people will still be watching her at 

home, whatever the technology  is.For many, the idea of home 4)   

  REACHES BEYOND a physical building, to a home town or city. 
 

The Queen mentions the attacks in London and Manchester, those targeted included children who 

had gone to see 5)  THEIR FAVOURITE SINGER. 

She  says after the  6  BOMBING she met some of the survivors and considers them an 

example because of their 7) BRAVERY and resilience. She believes it is shocking when our homes 

and the comfort            8   THEY PROVIDE are shattered, since we consider them our place 

of safety. The Queen refers both to the devastating hurricanes in the Caribbeans and to the Grenfell 

Tower fire in London. She states everyone  is 9)   INDEBTED to the 

emergency services who risk their lives, while saving others. 

On  a  more  personal  note,  the  Queen  says  that  she  thinks  that  no one            10  HAD 

INVENTED the term “platinum” to describe a 70-year-long marriage when she was born.The Queen 

says Prince Philip has chosen to slow down a bit, but his support and sense of humour will be  11 

 AS STRONG AS EVER. 

Then the Queen turns her attention to another type of “family”, the Commonwealth, which she 

considers capable of 12    BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER and will gather 

52 nations for 13   A SUMMIT. 

Finally, she refers to one of the possible definitions for Christmas:  14  FESTIVAL OF 

THE HOME. 

The Queen talks about charities that arrange meals for homeless people and for those who would 

be alone  15  OTHERWISE. 
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The Queen’s Christmas message for 2017 
 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xz-djN-cgs 
 

 

Sixty years ago today, a young woman spoke about the speed of technological change as she 

presented the first television broadcast of its kind. She described the moment as a landmark. 

 

QUEEN (in archival footage): Television has made it possible for many of you to see me in your 

homes on Christmas Day. My own family often gather round to watch television, as they are at this 

moment. And that is how I imagine you now. 

 

Six decades on, the presenter has evolved somewhat, as has the technology she described. Back 

then, who could have imagined that people would one day be watching this on laptops and mobile 

phones, as some of you are today? 

 

But I'm also struck by something that hasn't changed - that whatever the technology, many of you 

will be watching this at home. 

 

We think of our homes as places of warmth, familiarity and love - of shared stories and memories - 

which is perhaps why, at this time of year, so many return to where they grew up. There is a timeless 

simplicity to the pull of home. For many, the idea of home reaches beyond a physical building, to a 

home town or city. 

 

This Christmas, I think of London and Manchester, whose powerful identities shone through over 

the past 12 months, in the face of appalling attacks. In Manchester, those targeted included children 

who had gone to see their favourite singer. 

 

A few days after the bombing, I had the privilege of meeting some of the young survivors and their 

parents. 

 

I described that hospital visit as a privilege because the patients I met were an example to us all, 

showing extraordinary bravery and resilience. Indeed, many of those who survived the attack 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xz-djN-cgs
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came together just days later for a benefit concert. It was a powerful reclaiming of the ground and 

of the city those young people call home. 

 

We expect our homes to be a place of safety - sanctuary, even - which makes it all the more shocking 

when the comfort they provide is shattered. A few weeks ago, the Prince of Wales visited the 

Caribbean in the aftermath of hurricanes that destroyed entire communities. 

 

And here, in London, who can forget the sheer awfulness of the Grenfell Tower fire? Our thoughts 

and prayers are with all those who died and those who lost so much, and we are indebted to 

members of the emergency services who risked their own lives this past year, saving others. 

 

Many of them, of course, will not be at home today, because they are working to protect us. 

Reflecting on these events makes me grateful for the blessings of home and family and, in particular, 

for 70 years of marriage. I don't know that anyone had invented the term 'platinum' for a 70th 

wedding anniversary, when I was born. You weren't expected to be around that long. 

 

Even Prince Philip has decided it's time to slow down a little, having, as he economically put it, done 

his bit. But I know his support and unique sense of humour will remain as strong as ever as we enjoy 

spending time this Christmas with our family and look forward to welcoming new members into it 

next year. 

 

In 2018, I will open my home to a different type of family, the leaders of the 52 nations of the 

Commonwealth, as they gather in the UK for a summit. 

 

The Commonwealth has an inspiring way of bringing people together, be it through the 

Commonwealth Games, which begin in a few months' time on Australia's Gold Coast, or through 

bodies like the Commonwealth Youth Orchestra and Choir - a reminder of how truly vibrant this 

international family is. 

 

Today, we celebrate Christmas, which, itself, is sometimes described as a festival of the home. 

Families travel long distances to be together. 
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Volunteers and charities, as well as many churches, arrange meals for the homeless and those  who 

would otherwise be alone on Christmas Day. We remember the birth of Jesus Christ, whose only 

sanctuary was a stable in Bethlehem. He knew rejection, hardship and persecution. 

 

And, yet, it is Jesus Christ's generous love and example which has inspired me through good times 

and bad. Whatever your own experience is this year, wherever and however you are watching, I 

wish you a peaceful and very happy Christmas. 
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The Queen’s speech at the Netherlands State Banquet 
 

 

 

The Queen feels 1)  to receive the rulers of the Netherlands and wants to celebrate the 

2)  between the two Nations. 

 
She believes only a few Nations in the world have a 3)  . 

 
The Queen mentions Prince William III of Orange, who brought stability in the UK after a period of 

4)  . 

She  mentions  Queen  Wilhelmina,  who  became a 5)      during the 

Second World War. 

The  Queen  thinks  the  King  of  the  Netherlands  has  now  formed  his  6)          

  with people in the UK. 

 
According to the Queen, he perfectly represents the spirit of friends helping 7)  , 

since he joined the Life Boat Service while studying in the UK. 

The   Queen   states   that   the   Netherlands   are   one   of   the   UK’s   biggest   8)      

   and at the same time British universities are 9)    for Dutch 

students. 

The Queen affirms that the two countries have a 10)    to the transatlantic 

alliance and co-operate daily to fight 11)  crime. 

The Queen also recalls the state visit of Queen Jiuliana back in 1972, when the two nations’ 

12)  and relationship were underlined as extremely important. 

She believes their commitment to one another is UK’s 13)  . 
 

The Queen is sure the two countries will continue to 14)  peace and prosperity, while 

their friendship will continue 15  and prosper. 
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The Queen’s speech at the Netherlands State Banquet 
 

 

 

The Queen feels   1  DELIGHTED to receive the rulers of the Netherlands and wants to 

celebrate the  2    ENDURING FRIENSDHIP between the two Nations. 

She believes only a few Nations in the world have a           3  CLOSER BOND. 

 
The Queen mentions Prince William III of Orange, who brought stability in the UK after a period of 

  4  TURBULENCE. 

 
She mentions Queen Wilhelmina, who became a  5  SOURCE OF INSPIRATION during 

the Second World War. 

The  Queen  thinks  the  King  of  the  Netherlands  has  now  formed  his  6  OWN 

PERSONAL CONNECTION with people in the UK. 

According to the Queen, he perfectly represents the spirit of friends helping  7  ONE 

ANOTHER, since he joined the Life Boat Service while studying in the UK. 

The  Queen  states  that  the  Netherlands  are  one  of  the UK’s biggest  8 EUROPEAN 

INVESTORS and at the same time  British universities are 9)   TOP 

DESTINATIONS for Dutch students. 

The Queen affirms that the two countries  have a  10   SHARED COMMITMENT to the 

transatlantic alliance and co-operate daily to fight           11  CROSS BORDER crime. 

The Queen also recalls the state visit of Queen Jiuliana back in 1972, when the two nations’ 
 

12   

extremely important. 

CLOSE UNDERSTANDING and relationship were underlined as 

She believes their commitment to one another is UK’s  13  GREATEST ASSET. 

 
The Queen is sure the two countries will continue to   14  ENSURE peace and prosperity, 

while their friendship will continue to  15   DEEPEN and prosper. 
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The Queen’s speech at the Netherlands State Banquet 
 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKHRqC0Wc4o 
 

 

Your Majesty, 
 

 
Prince Charles and I are delighted to welcome you and Queen Máxima to Buckingham Palace this 

evening. 

 

Through this State visit, we celebrate the enduring friendship which has enabled our two nations 

to prosper and grow, side by side, as  trading  partners,  and  as  North  Sea neighbours. This visit 

also provides the opportunity for great happiness, and to welcome old friends to my home. 

 

Over the many hundreds of years of our  shared history, there are few nations who  are able  to 

claim a closer bond. This year marks the three hundred and thirtieth anniversary of the Glorious 

Revolution, when your ancestor, Prince William III of Orange, came to these shores and restored 

stability after turbulence. 

 

Over 250 years later, in 1940, Queen Wilhelmina rallied the Government  in  Exile.  She  became 

a source of inspiration from London during the Second World War, and upon her return to The 

Netherlands a symbol of liberation. 

 

Through Your Majesty’s visits and your acts of friendship, you have formed  your  own  personal 

connection with the British people. During your time as a sixth form student at Atlantic College 

in Wales, you kept our local communities safe by volunteering for the Life  Boat service, 

embodying the true spirit of friends supporting one another. 

 

To this day, our close relationship greatly contributes to the economic and cultural life of Britain. 

The Netherlands are one of The United Kingdom’s largest European investors. We  have a 

thriving Dutch community, and artistic and sporting exchanges are at an all time 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKHRqC0Wc4o
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high. British universities are a top destination for  Dutch  students, and  hundreds of  Dutch and 

British scientists are teaching, researching and collaborating in both countries. 

 

Internationally we have a strong shared  commitment  to  the transatlantic alliance, and it is no 

coincidence that of the last twelve Secretaries General of NATO, six have been either  British or 

Dutch. 

 

Our deep bond is seen as our obligation to uphold the rule of law in the United Nations Security 

Council and the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons based in The Hague. It is 

also evident in our daily co-operation to combat cross border  crime  and  terrorism. 

 

I  recall the State Visit of your grandmother Queen Juliana and Prince Bernhard in 1972, when   I 

spoke of how our nations’ close understanding and relationship would become increasingly 

important as a new configuration of Europe was emerging. As we look toward a new partnership 

with Europe, it is our shared values and commitment to each other, that are our greatest asset, 

and demonstrate that even through change, our enduring alliance remains strong, and as 

innovators, traders and internationalists we look with confidence  to  the  future. 

 

As we continue to work together to ensure peace, prosperity and security, I  am  confident  that 

this friendship between The United Kingdom and The Netherlands, which we greatly treasure, 

will continue to deepen, and to prosper. 
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Sadiq Khan on London terror attacks 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sVXCFxtUhM 
 

Da 0:13 
 

The interviewer asks the mayor weather he has the 1)  that London 

is still a safe city after the terrorist attacks. 

Mayor  Sadiq  Khan  replies  that  he  can  say  London  is  safe,  because  there  are  2)  _     

  of police officers keeping it so. 
 

According  to  their  Intelligence,  the  attack  was  the  action  of a 3)    and the 

reasons why relatively few people were killed is because 

4)    
 

5)   
 

The interviewer asks what the mayor can say about the arrests the police has made but Khan can’t 

share  a  lot  about it.   The  mayor  says  it  is  important  to 6)           

  that police and secret services are doing all they can. 
 

He adds the city is safe, but still there will be 7)  across London. 
 

Since most of the injured and killed people on the bridge were 8)    , the 

interviewer asks Khan weather he can tell them they are fully secure in this type of environment. 

The Mayor answers that as terrorists have been 9)  , so have police 

and security services. 

10)          there have been 30 separate 

terrorist attempts and unfortunately yesterday’s attack was successful. 

The Mayor defines the threat level of the last few years as 11)  , meaning an 

attack is 12)    , but we are always vigilant and he’s confident 

they’ll keep the city and visitors safe. 

The  Interviewer mentions 13)   and she asks the mayor weather 

he is concerned about a possible backlash for the raids in some of the cities. 

Khan replies that tolerance, civil liberties, and respect of human rights are what terrorists hate. If 

the police needs to go for raids and arrests, it is because citizens trust its work. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sVXCFxtUhM
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The interviewer knows the Mayor doesn’t want to 14) _  politics but asks if he has a 

reaction to the tweet of President Trump’s son. 

The Mayor replies he won’t respond to the tweet and adds that attacks in London and across the 

country are very likely. Terrorists hate the fact that we have 15)    

and he won’t allow terrorists to divide London and destroy our way of life. 
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Sadiq Khan on London terror attack 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sVXCFxtUhM 
 

Da 0:13 
 

The  interviewer  asks  the  mayor  weather  he   has  the  1  CONFIDENCE TO SAYthat 

London is still a safe city. 

Mayor Sadiq Khan replies that he can say London is safe, because there are  2  TENS OF 

THOUSANDS of police officers keeping it so. 

According   to   their   Intelligence,   the   attack   was   the   action   of   a  3  LONE 

ATTACKER/TERRORIST and the reason why relatively few people were killed is because 
 

4)   OF THE BRAVERY OF OUR POLICE/EMERGENCY SERVICE 

5)  AND BECAUSE WE PRACTICED AND PREPARED FOR OFFENCE SUCH AS THIS. 

The interviewer asks what the mayor can say about the arrests the police has made but Khan can’t 

share  a  lot  about it.   The  mayor  says it  is  important  to 6)           

  REASSURE LONDONERS AND VISITORS that police and secret services are doing all 

they can. 

He  adds  the  city  is  safe,  but  still  there will be  7  ADDITIONAL SECURITY across 

London. 

Since  most  of  the  injured  and  killed  people  on  the  bridge  were   

8_________FOREIGN TOURISTS, the interviewer asks Khan weather he can tell them they are fully 

secure in this type of environment. 

The Mayor answers that as terrorists have been  9  EVOLVING AND ADAPTING, so 

have police and security services. 

10)          OVER THE LAST 4 YEARS (ALONE) 

there have been 30 separate terrorist attempts and unfortunately yesterday’s attack was successful. 

The Mayor defines the threat level of the last few years as 11)  SEVERE, 

meaning  an  attack is 12)    HIGHLY LIKELY, but we are always 

vigilant and he’s confident they’ll keep the city and visitors safe. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sVXCFxtUhM
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The  Interviewer mentions 13)    SOCIAL COHESION and she asks 

the mayor weather he is concerned about a possible backlash for the raids in some of the cities. 

Khan replies that tolerance, civil liberties, and respect of human rights are what terrorists hate. If 

the police needs to go for raids and arrests, it is because citizens trust its work. 

The interviewer knows the Mayor doesn’t want  to 14)  TALK politics but asks if he has a 

reaction to the tweet of President Trump’s son. 

The Mayor replies he won’t respond to the tweet and adds that attacks in London and across the 

country are very likely. Terrorists hate the fact that we have 15) 

  PEACEFULL/DIVERSE COMMUNITIES LIVING TOGETHER and he 

won’t allow terrorists to divide London and destroy our way of life. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH1ZJVqJO3Y 
 

 

THE FINAL INTERVIEW WITH THE OBAMAS 

Interviewer 1: Jess Cagle, “People Magazine” Editor-in-chief 

Interviewer 2: Sandra Sobieraj Westfall, “People Magazine” National political editor 
 

 
The interviewers anticipate some topics of the interview with the Obamas at the White House: 

1)   

2)    

3)   

The journalist says the Obamas talked both about 4)   and 

5)   

The interviewers and the interviewees are 6)  . 

In a previous public appearance Michelle Obama had talked about seeing her daughters 

7)   to school, while living in a house that was built by slaves. 

Cagle asks Michelle Obama if she thought about the White House being built by slaves the day she 

8)  . 

She didn’t think about it, due to the 9)  of     the     transition     and     because     the 

thought is too 10)  and probably it happened by the summer. 

She believes coming into that kind of life from a previous state of 11)    

is like a whirlwind. 

She adds that watching her mother move into the White House was an important moment, given 

the woman 12) . 
 

The fist grandmother-in lay had a vastly different life if compared to what they 13)    

  at the white house. 

People Magazine’s first interview 14)  2007 and the magazine 

seems to have a special relationship with Michelle’s mother as they 

15)  . 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH1ZJVqJO3Y
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When asked what life has been like with his mother-in-law, President Obama replies she was 

invaluable in providing 1)  for their daughters. 

Obama believes it is crucial for their daughters to have that intergenerational relationship as it 

assures continuity in 2)  . 

The First Lady’s mother spent her childhood in a much 3)   time and place and – 

as many other Afro-Americans of 4)  - she did not allow herself to dream 

big. 

Obama’s mother-in-low even visited the Sistine Chapel and had an 5)  with the 

Pope. 

Obama believes sometimes it is possible to 6)  of how much progress has been 

made through his mother-in-law’s eyes. 

One of the interviewers, Sandra Westfall, thinks the most 7)  _  of the 

Obama presidency is that the Obamas went out of their way in order to make this Office 

8)   to all Americans. 

She confesses she visited the White House for many 9)    activities. Then 

she asks if that was a 10)   to make the White house fun and 

she also asks if Michelle had 11)  any idea she found too crazy. 

Michelle Obama believes it is important to make people feel at home in the White House, 

especially for kids coming from all 12)  . 

She also admits she planned some activities thinking about activities their daughters would 13) 

at the White House. 

President Obama finally says they never believed the notion there was early on, that if you break 

traditions or do things 14) somehow the dignity and reverence 

of the Office is compromised but the Obamas never 15)  . 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH1ZJVqJO3Y 
 

 

THE FINAL INTERVIEW WITH THE OBAMAS 

Part 1 da 0 a 3.13  

Interviewer 1: Jess Cagle, “People Magazine” Editor-in-chief 

Interviewer 2: Sandra Sobieraj Westfall, “People Magazine” National political editor 
 

 
The interviewers anticipate some topics of the interview with the Obamas at the White House: 

1)  NEXT PROJECTS 

2)   LIFE AT THE WHITEHOUSE 

3)   FEELINGS ABOUT THE TRANSITION 

The journalist says the Obamas talked both about 4)  THEIR DAUGHTERS and 

5)  PRESIDENT’SMOTHER IN LAW 

The interviewers and the interviewees are 6)_  SITTING IN THE RED ROOM. 

In a previous public appearance Michelle Obama had talked about seeing her daughters 7) 

  HEADING OFF  to school, while living in a house that was built by slaves. 

Cagle asks Michelle Obama if she thought about the White House being built by slaves the day she 

8)  MOVED IN 

She didn’t think about it, due to the 9)   CAOTIC NATURE of the transition and 

because the thought is too 10)  DEEP and probably it happened by the 

summer. 

She believes coming into that kind of life from a previous state of 11)  RELATIVE 

NORMALITY /NORMALCY  is like a whirlwind. 

She adds that watching her mother move into the White House was an important moment, given 

the woman 12)  VERY POOR UPBRINGING/WORKING CLASS 

ORIGINS 

The fist grandmother-in lay had a vastly different life if compared to what they 13)    

  HAVE (BEEN) EXPERIENCED (ING) at the White House. 

People Magazine’s first interview 14)  DATES BACK TO 

2007/WAS RELEASED/CAME OUT and the magazine seems to have a special relationship with 

Michelle’s mother as they 15)  INCLUDED HER IN A 

PICTURE/THE FISRT PICTURE THEY TOOK. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH1ZJVqJO3Y
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Part 2 da 3.13 a fine 

When asked what life has been like with his mother-in-law, President Obama replies she was 

invaluable in providing 1)  CONTINUITY AND PERSPECTIVE 

for their daughters. 

Obama believes it is crucial for their daughters to have that intergenerational relationship as it 

assures continuity in 2)  A DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENT. 

The First Lady’s mother spent her childhood in a much 3)  MORE RESTRICTED 

time and place and – as many other Afro-Americans of 4)   HER 

GENERATION - she did not allow herself to dream big. 

Obama’s mother-in-low even visited the Sistine Chapel and had an 5)  AUDIENCE 

with the Pope. 

Obama believes sometimes it is possible to 6)  GET A SENSE of how much 

progress has been made through his mother-in-law’s eyes. 

One of the interviewers, Sandra Westfall, thinks the most 7)  ENDURING LEGACY 

of the Obama presidency is that the Obamas went out of their way in order to make this Office 

8)  TRULY ACCESIBLE to all Americans. 

She confesses she visited the White House for many 9)  OUTSIDE THE 

BOX activities. Then she asks if that was a 10)   CONSCIOUS 

DECISION to make the White house fun and she also asks if Michelle had 11)      

  TURNED DOWN any idea she found too crazy. 

Michelle Obama believes it is important to make people feel at home in the White House, 

especially for kids coming from all 12)  SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUD/S. 

She also admits she planned some activities thinking about activities their daughters would 13) 

  LOVE TO SEE at the White House. 

President Obama finally says they never believed the notion there was early on, that if you break 

traditions or do things 14)  IN A DIFFERENT WAY somehow the 

dignity and reverence of the Office is compromised but the Obamas never 

15)  AGREED WITH THAT/BOTHERED/WORRIED ABOUT. 
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President Donald J. Trump’s Address to the Nation on the 
Crisis at the Border 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U 

 

Part 1 
President Trump believes there is a growing crisis at America’s 1)  . 

 
According to him, thousands of illegal immigrants try to enter America every day and Americans 
are now out of space 2)  . 

 

However, Trump believe that 3)  immigrants are always welcome in America. 

Trump thinks America’s border works as a 4)  for vast quantities of illegal drugs. 

He says that 90% of the total amount of heroin responsible for killing 300 Americans every week 5) 

  across from the Mexican border. 
 

He says that those who illegally entered America  have 6)   thousands of 
Americans over the years. 

 

He describes this crisis as a 7)  one. 
 

Trump tells that in only one month 20,000 children were 8)    the USA 
and served as human pawns by gangs. 

 
Trump and his collaborators presented a 9)  proposal to secure the border. 

 
This proposal was 10)   law enforcement officers and border agents of the 
Department of Homeland Security. 

 
He  announces that the proposal  comprehends 11)       
for detecting drugs, weapons and so on. 

 

Trump  asked  Congress  to  close  border  security   loopholes  12)    SO THAT illegal 

immigrant children can be safely and humanely returned back home and it is 13)     

  by professionals at the borders. 

 
He believes the wall on the borer is 14)  . 

 
Thanks  to  the new 15)    America has made with Mexico, the wall will be 
indirectly paid for. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U
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President Donald J. Trump’s Address to the Nation on the 
Crisis at the Border 

 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U 

Part 2 

Trump talks about Senator Chuck Schumer, who has been in favour of a 1)    

  in the past. 

He attacks Democrats for having refused to 2)  this border crisis and says they 3) 

  border security. 

Trump believes there is only one solution to re-open the federal government and defend the 

borders: Democrats must pass a 4)  . 

He announces he has invited Congressional leadership to solve the problem and wishes to 5) 

  partisan politics in favour of national security. 

Trump believes that while innocent people are 6)  , politicians do 

nothing. 

He says that when a young police officer was murdered by an illegal alien the day after Christmas, 

America’s heart 7)  . 

According to Trump, American lives have been 8)  by those who violated America’s 

borders. 

He informs that an illegal immigrant has been 9)  murder for killing his 

neighbour in Georgia. 

He continues by saying that some gang members who arrived in America as 10) 

  minors were arrested for killing a 16-year-old girl. 

He promises he will never forget pain in the eyes and the 11)  in the voices of families 

whose loved ones were stolen by illegal immigration. 

Trump asks how much more blood of American citizen must be 12)  to convince the 

Congress to do its job. 

He wants the Congress to pass a bill that 13)  . 

He believes all of this is about whether the Congress 14)  the duty to American 

citizens. 

Trump finally says he 15)  protect America when he took the Oath of Office. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U
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President Donald J. Trump’s Address to the Nation on the 
Crisis at the Border 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U 

 

Da inizio a 4,49 
Part 1 
President  Trump  believes  there  is  a  growing  crisis  at  America’s 1 SOUTHERN 
BORDER. 

 

According to him, thousands of illegal immigrants try to enter America every day and they are now 
out of space 2  TO HOLD THEM. 

 

However, Trump sustains that 3 LAWFUL immigrants are always welcome in America. 
 

Trump thinks America’s border works as a 
drugs. 

4 PIPELINE for vast quantities of illegal 

 

He says that 90% of the total amount of heroin responsible for killing 300 Americans every week 
   5 FLOODS across from the Mexican border. 

 

He says that those who illegally entered America have  6 BRUTALLY KILLED thousands 
of Americans over the years. 

 

He describes this crisis as a   7 HUMANITARIAN one. 
 
 

Trump tells that in only one month 20,000 children were  8 ILLEGALY  BROUGHT IN    
  the USA and served as human pawns by gangs. 

 

Trump  and  his  collaborators presented a  9 DETAILED proposal to secure the 
border. 

 

This proposal was  10 DEVELOPED BY law enforcement officers and 
border agents of the Department of Homeland Security. 

 
He  announces  that  the  proposal  comprehends 11  CUTTING- 
EDGE TECHNOLOGY for detecting drugs, weapons and so on. 

 
 

Tump asked Congress to close border security loopholes 12   SO THAT illegal immigrant 

children can be safely and humanely returned back home, and it is _________ _________13 ALSO 

WANTED by professional at the borders. 

He believes the wall on the borer is  14 ABSOLUTELY CRITICAL/COMMON 
SENSE. 
Thanks to the new  15 TRADE DEAL America has made with Mexico, the wall will 
be indirectly paid for. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U
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President Donald J. Trump’s Address to the Nation on the 
Crisis at the Border 

 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U 

 

Da 4,50 alla fine. 

 
Part 2 

Trump talks about Senator Chuck Schumer, who has been in favour of a  1 

PHYSICAL BARRIER in the past. 

He attacks Democrats for having refused to   2 ACKNOWLEDGE this border crisis 

and says they  3 WILL NOT FUND border security. 

Trump believes there is only one solution to re-open the federal government and defend the 

borders: Democrats must pass a  4 SPENDING BILL. 

He announces he has invited Congressional leadership to solve the problem and wishes to 

  5 RISE ABOVE partisan politics in favour of national security. 

Trump believes that while innocent people are  6 HORRIBLY 

VICTIMIZED, politicians do nothing. 

He says that when a young police officer was murdered by an illegal alien the day after Christmas, 

America’s heart  7 BROKE. 

According to Trump, American lives have been  8 CUT SHORT by those who 

violated America’s borders. 

He informs that an illegal immigrant has been  9 CHARGED WITH murder for 

killing his neighbour in Georgia. 

He continues by saying that some gang members who arrived in America as 

  10 UNACCOMPANIED minors were arrested for killing a 16-year-old girl. 

He promises he will never forget pain in the eyes and the  11 TREMBLE in the 

voices of families whose loved ones were stolen by illegal immigration. 

Trump asks how much more blood of American citizen must be  12 SHED to convince 

the Congress to do its job. 

He wants the Congress to pass a bill that  13 ENDS THIS CRISIS. 

He believes all of this is about whether the Congress  14 FULFILL the duty to 

American citizens. 

Trump finally says he  15 SWORE TO protect America when he took the 

Oath of Office. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U
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President Donald J. Trump’s Address to the Nation on the 

Crisis at the Border 

 
Da inizio a 4,49 

 
THE PRESIDENT: My fellow Americans: Tonight, I am speaking to you because there is a growing 

humanitarian and security crisis at our southern border. 

 

Every day, Customs and Border Patrol agents encounter thousands of illegal immigrants trying to 

enter our country. We are out of space to hold them, and we have no way to promptly return them 

back home to their country. 

 
America proudly welcomes millions of lawful immigrants who enrich our society and contribute to 

our nation. But all Americans are hurt by uncontrolled, illegal migration. It strains  public  resources 

and drives down jobs and wages. Among those hardest hit are African Americans and Hispanic 

Americans. 

 

Our southern border is a pipeline for vast quantities of illegal drugs, including meth, heroin, cocaine, 

and fentanyl. Every week, 300 of our citizens are killed by heroin alone, 90 percent of which floods 

across from our southern border. More Americans will die from drugs this year than were killed in 

the entire Vietnam War. 

 
In the last two years, ICE officers made 266,000 arrests of aliens with criminal records, including 

those charged or convicted of 100,000 assaults, 30,000 sex crimes, and 4,000 violent killings. Over 

the years, thousands of Americans have been brutally killed by those who illegally entered our 

country, and thousands more lives will be lost if we don’t act right now. 

 

This is a humanitarian crisis — a crisis of the heart and a crisis of the soul. 
 
 

Last month, 20,000 migrant children were illegally brought into the United States — a dramatic 

increase. These children are used as human pawns by vicious coyotes and ruthless gangs. One in 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U
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three women are sexually assaulted on the dangerous trek up through Mexico. Women and children 

are the biggest victims, by far, of our broken system. 

This is the tragic reality of illegal immigration on our southern border. This is the cycle of human 

suffering that I am determined to end. 

 
My administration has presented Congress with a detailed proposal to secure the border and stop 

the criminal gangs, drug smugglers, and human traffickers. It’s a tremendous problem. Our proposal 

was developed by law enforcement professionals and border agents at the Department of 

Homeland Security. These are the resources they have requested to properly perform their mission 

and keep America safe. In fact, safer than ever before. 

 

The proposal from Homeland Security includes cutting-edge technology for detecting drugs, 

weapons, illegal contraband, and many other things. We have requested more agents, immigration 

judges, and bed space to process the sharp rise in unlawful migration fuelled by our very strong 

economy. Our plan also contains an urgent request for humanitarian assistance and medical 

support. 

 
Furthermore, we have asked Congress to close border security loopholes so that illegal immigrant 

children can be safely and humanely returned back home. 

 

Finally, as part of an overall approach to border security, law enforcement professionals have 

requested $5.7 billion for a physical barrier. At the request of Democrats, it will be a steel barrier 

rather than a concrete wall. This barrier is absolutely critical to border security. It’s also what our 

professionals at the border want and need. This is just common sense. 

 
The border wall would very quickly pay for itself. The cost of illegal drugs exceeds $500 billion a year 

— vastly more than the $5.7 billion we have requested from Congress. The wall will also be paid for, 

indirectly, by the great new trade deal we have made with Mexico. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U
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Da 4,50 alla fine. 
 
 

Senator Chuck Schumer — who you will be hearing from later tonight — has repeatedly supported 

a physical barrier in the past, along with many other Democrats. They changed their mind only after 

I was elected President. 

 
Democrats in Congress have refused to acknowledge the crisis. And they have refused to provide 

our brave border agents with the tools they desperately need to protect our families and our nation. 

The federal government remains shut down for one reason and one reason only: because Democrats 

will not fund border security. 

 

My administration is doing everything in our power to help those impacted by the situation. But the 

only solution is for Democrats to pass a spending bill that defends our borders and re-opens the 

government. 

 
This situation could be solved in a 45-minute meeting. I have invited Congressional leadership to the 

White House tomorrow to get this done. Hopefully, we can rise above partisan politics in  order to 

support national security. 

 

Some have suggested a barrier is immoral. Then why do wealthy politicians build walls,  fences, and 

gates around their homes? They don’t build walls because they hate the people on the outside, but 

because they love the people on the inside. The only thing that is immoral is the politicians to do 

nothing and continue to allow more innocent people to be so horribly victimized. 

 
America’s heart broke the day after Christmas when a young police officer in California was savagely 

murdered in cold blood by an illegal alien, who just came across the border.  The life of  an American 

hero was stolen by someone who had no right to be in our country. 

 

Day after day, precious lives are cut short by those who have violated our borders. In California,  an 

Air Force veteran was raped, murdered, and beaten to death with a hammer by an illegal alien with 

a long criminal history. In Georgia, an illegal alien was recently charged with murder for 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U
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killing, beheading, and dismembering his neighbour. In Maryland, MS-13 gang members who arrived 

in the United States as unaccompanied minors were arrested and charged last year after viciously 

stabbing and beating a 16-year-old girl. 

 

Over the last several years, I’ve met with dozens of families whose loved ones were stolen by illegal 

immigration. I’ve held the hands of the weeping mothers and embraced the grief-stricken fathers. 

So sad. So terrible. I will never forget the pain in their eyes, the tremble in their voices, and the 

sadness gripping their souls. 

 
How much more American blood must we shed before Congress does its job? 

 
 

To those who refuse to compromise in the name of border security, I would ask: Imagine if it was 

your child, your husband, or your wife whose life was so cruelly shattered and totally broken?     To 

every member of Congress: Pass a bill that ends this crisis. 

 
To every citizen: Call Congress and tell them to finally, after all of these decades, secure our border. 

This is a choice between right and wrong, justice and injustice. This is about whether we fulfill our 

sacred duty to the American citizens we serve. 

 

When I took the Oath of Office, I swore to protect our country. And that is what I will always do,  so 

help me God. 

 
Thank you and goodnight. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eL2_AN0d3U
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PrinceWilliam’s BBC interview 

Part 1 

 

 

 

When asked what has impressed him most about the Queen, Prince William replies that watching 

her while growing up has been very 1)  for him. 

He adds it is important to have all the right characteristics and the Queen has 2)  . 

 
He says that the Queen believes in finding 3)      and she sees this as more 

important than just 4)  . 

Prince William believes it is important to represent 5)  . 

 
The interviewer asks him how much he shares the Queen’s 6)      to royal 

duty. 

The Prince believes it to be extremely important, even though you have to 7)   the 

duty role. 

The interviewer reports rumours on Prince William being a 8)  royal and asks 

him if he believes that impression to be a 9)  . 

The Prince replies he knows there will be 10)  in his life, he does not ignore 

it. 

Being  a  new  father,  Prince  William  wants  his  children  to  grow  up  with  the 11)        

  and duty to others. 

 
He  says working 12)  good professionals in serving the community is a matter of 

great importance. 

William says he will be the first to accept responsibilities, when the Queen decides to 13)    

  more to him. 

 
The interviewer asks whether his family accepts the fact that he isn’t 14)   in his 

royal duty. 

The Prince replies his family is very 15)  . 
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Prince William’s BBC interview 

Part 2 

 

 

 

The  interviewer  asks   if   the  royal   family  sees  the  importance  for  him  to  be   1)     

  from royal duty. 

 
The Prince says he is momentarily at the bottom of the 2)  and there will 

be time in the future to focus on his royal duty. 

Prince William is asked  whether he  will 3)   the responsibilities that will soon 

fall on him.  He replies he will, although his grandparents are still unwilling to 4)  . 

[……………………………………………………………………………….] 

 
The interviewer says Prince William’s father is involved in 5)    issues and asks the 

Prince what he thinks about being involved in current political issues as a constitutional monarch. 

The Prince admits this matter occupies all of his 6)  . He believes his position to be 

unique and 7)  , because he can see how his grandmother and father operate. 

While the Queen has more of a passive role, Prince William’s father minds 8)    about 

several causes. He sees the Queen as someone who has done an 9)  amount of good. 

The interviewer thinks William would like to be a rather 10)  monarch. 

 
The Prince thinks the royal family should develop as it goes along and 11)  . 

 
He  adds  he does  not  lie awake 12)      a king soon, because that 

would mean his family moved on. 

The  interviewer  suggests  to Prince Williams he  should  believe he can 13)          

the monarchy relevant. 

Finally, the Prince is asked whether his son has already started to 14) 

  . 

 
Prince William says there still is time to help him understand how he fits their world. 

 
William insist they are a normal family from a certain point of view since he loves his children the 

same way 15)  . 
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Prince William BBC interview 

Part 1 

When asked what has impressed him most about the Queen, Prince William replies that watching 

her while growing up has been very  1  INSIGHTFUL for him. 

He adds it is important to have all the right characteristics and the Queen has  2  

EXEMPLIFIED THAT. 

He says that the Queen believes  in finding  3  YOUR OWN PATH and she sees this as 

more important than just  4  INSTRUCTING. 

Prince William believes it is important to represent  5  TIMELESS VALUES. 

 
The   interviewer   asks  him   how  much   he  shares  the  Queen’s  6  DEGREE OF 

DEVOTION to royal duty. 

The  Prince  believes  it  to  be  extremely  important,  even  though  you  have  to  7  

DEVELOP INTO the duty role. 

The interviewer reports rumours on Prince William  being a   8   SLIGHTLY RELUCTANT 

royal and asks him if he believes that impression to be a  9   FAIR ONE. 

The Prince replies he knows there will be 10)     PLENTY OF CRITICISM     in his 

life, he does not ignore it. 

Being  a  new father, Prince  William  wants  his children to  grow up  with the  11  

IDEA OF SERVICE and duty to others. 

He says working  12  ALONGSIDE good professionals in serving the community is a 

matter of great importance. 

William says he will be the first to accept responsibilities, when the Queen decides to 13) HAND 

DOWN  more to him. 

The interviewer asks whether his family accepts the fact that he isn’t  14  FULLY 

ENGAGED in his royal duty. 

The prince replies his family is very  15  SUPPORTIVE/PROTECTIVE/SUPPORTING. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7CQeVLDs8m0
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Prince William’s BBC interview 

Part 2 

 
The  interviewer  asks  if  the  royal  family  sees  the  importance  for  him  to  be  1  

PARTIALLY EXEMPTED from royal duty. 

The Prince says he is momentarily at the bottom of the  2  ORDER OF SUCCESSION 

and there will be time in the future to focus on his royal duty. 

Prince William is asked whether he will  3  GRASP WILLINGLY the responsibilities 

that will soon fall on him. 

He  replies  he  will,  although  his  grandparents  are  still unwilling to  4  SLOW 

DOWN. 

[audio impossible to listen] 

 
The  interviewer  says Prince  William’s father  is involved in  5  ALL SORTS OF issues 

and asks the Prince what he thinks about being involved in current political issues as a constitutional 

monarch. 

The Prince admits this matter occupies all of his  6  THINKING SPACE. 

 
He believes his position to be unique and  7  PRIVILEGED, because he can see how 

his grandmother and father operate. 

While the Queen has more of a passive role, Prince William’s father minds  8  A LOT 

about several causes. 

He sees the Queen as someone who has done an  9   ENOURMOUS amount of good. 

The interviewer thinks he would like to be a rather   10   MORE MODERN monarch. 

The Prince thinks the royal family should develop as it goes along and 11 _REMAIN RELEVANT   

  . 

 
He  adds he does not lie awake   12  WAINTING TO BECOME a king 

soon, because that would mean his family moved on. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7CQeVLDs8m0
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The interviewer suggests to Prince Williams that he must believe he can  13  MAKE 

AND KEEP the monarchy relevant. 

Finally, the Prince is asked whether his son has already started to  14  PICK UP ON 

HIS ROLE/REALIZE WHO HE IS. 

Prince William says there still is time to help him understand how he fits in their world. 

 
They are a normal family from a certain point of view and he loves his children the same way 

  15  ANY FATHER DOES  . 
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Prince William’s speech at Al Noor Mosque in New Zealand 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCLskKcYHns 
 

 

PART 1 – Fino a 5:00 
 

 
Prince   William   speaks   in   Al   Noor   Mosque,   which   he   defines   a   place   of  1)      

  and  . 

 
According to him, the Mosque is also a place of selflessness and the terrorist’s goal was to 2) 

  that. 

 
Prince William calls the attack an act of 3)  . 

 
When he heard  that all those  people 4)    while praying in the Mosque, he 

couldn’t believe it. 

Prince William recalls standing 5)  the people of New Zealand in the aftermath of the 

earthquake in 2011, a real moment of pain. 

He  believes  New  Zealanders  always  6)    to the world with optimism and their 

attachment to their cultural history has no 7)    anywhere else in the world. 

Prince Williams thinks the terrorist wanted to spread fear throughout New Zealand and says that 

is what they had 8)  . 

According to Prince William, New Zealand’s reaction was 9)  . 

 
Prince Williams knows that one’s view of the world can be changed by 10)  , but he is also 

convinced that it can truly 11)  who you are and it can help  people to 12)   to 

the values they believe in. 

Prince Williams speaks about people who immediately stopped their cars and started 13)    

  , even though it wasn’t safe. 

 
After the tragedy, the killer was 14)  . 

 
Prince William refers to this tragedy as the 15)  . 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCLskKcYHns
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PART 2 – Da 5:01 
 

 
Prince William believes that New Zealand’s Prime Minister showed 1)    

  when facing the tragedy. 

 
He congratulates the Imam Gamal Fouda for his speech that 2)   . 

Prince William agrees that New Zealand is 3)  country. 

On the map, New Zealand can look like 4)  but in the days 

after the tragedy all the world was centred there. 

According to Prince William, New Zealanders demonstrated how simple acts can fight prejudice 

when a community is 5)  with it. 

He states the shootings were 6)  divide the society against Muslims. 

 
Prince  William  confesses  to  be  impressed  by  the  7)    the victims’ families 

travelled to support them. 

According to him, families immediately drop everything when 8)  . 

 
Prince William affirms that New Zealand’s example will have an 9)  for the 

rest of the world. 

Prince William 10)    unity against the violent brand of terrorism and says 

that extremism must 11)   completely. 

Prince William says New Zealand took 12)  action against physical tools of violence. 

 
He feels 13)  for what New Zealand has taught to the entire world and shares their 

pain for the people they 14)  . 

Prince William is convinced that love will always win against the 15)  . 
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Prince William’s speech at Al Noor Mosque in New Zealand 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCLskKcYHns 
 

 

NUMBER 1 – Fino a 5:00 
 

 
Prince William speaks in Al Noor Mosque, which he defines a place of  

  1  __________________FAITH FRIENDSHIP AND WORSHIP. 

 
According to him, the Mosque is also a place of selflessness and the terrorist’s goal was to 

  2  REDEFINE that. 

 
Prince William calls the attack an act of  3  UNSPEAKABLE HATE. 

 
When  he  heard  that  all  those  people  4  HAD BEEN KILLED while praying in the 

Mosque, he couldn’t believe it. 

Prince William recalls standing  5  ALONGSIDE the people of New Zealand in the 

aftermath of the earthquake in 2011, a real moment of pain. 

He  believes  New Zealanders always  6  LOOK OUT to the world with optimism and 

their attachment to their cultural history has no   7  REAL PARALLEL anywhere else in 

the world. 

Prince Williams thinks the terrorist wanted to spread fear throughout New Zealand and says that is 

what they had  8 HOPED FOR. 

According to Prince William, New Zealand’s reaction was  9  REMARKABLE. 

 
Prince Williams knows that one’s view of the world can be changed by  10  GRIEF, but 

he is also convinced that it can truly  11  REVEAL who you are and it can help people to 

  12  LIVE UP to the values they believe in. 

 
Prince Williams speaks about people who immediately stopped their cars and started 

  13  CARING FOR PEOPLE, even though it wasn’t safe. 

After the tragedy, the killer was 14___APPREHENDED/ARRESTED. 

Prince William refers to this tragedy as the  15  DARKEST OF MOMENTS. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCLskKcYHns
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NUMBER 2 – Da 5:01 
 

 
According  to  Prince  William  New  Zealand’s Prime Minister showed  1  REMARKABLE 

LEADERSHIP when facing the tragedy. 

He congratulates the Imam Gamal Fouda for his speech that   2  MOVED THE WORLD 

Prince William agrees that New Zealand is  3  AN UNBREAKABLE country. 

On  the  map, New Zealand  can look like 4)      AN ISOLATED 

LAND but in the days after the tragedy all the world was centred there 

According to Prince William, New Zealanders demonstrated how simple acts can fight prejudice 

when a community is  5  TARGETED with it. 

He states the shootings were  6  DESIGNED TO devide the society against Muslims. 

 
Prince William confesses to be impressed  by the  7  GREAT DISTANCES the victims’ 

families travelled to support them. 

According to him, families immediately drop everything when  8  IT IS NEEDED. 

 
Prince William affirms that New Zealand’s example will have an  9  ENDURING VALUE 

for the rest of the world. 

Prince William  10   CALLS FOR unity against the violent brand of terrorism and 

says that extremism must  11  BE DEFEATED completely. 

Prince  William  says  New  Zealand  took  12  SWIFT action against physical tools of 

violence. 

He feels  13  GRATITUDE for what New Zealand has taught to the entire world and 

shares their pain for the people they  14  HAVE LOST. 

Prince William is convinced that love will always win against the  15  FORCES OF HATE. 
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Prince William’s speech at Al Noor Mosque in New Zealand 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCLskKcYHns 
 

 

NUMBER 1 – Fino a 5:00 
 

 
Tena Koutou katoa, mai Te Whare Ariki o te Kuini 

 

 
As-Salam Alaykum. 

 

 
Good morning. Today we gather in a  place of  worship, faith, and friendship. We  gather here 

in Al Noor mosque, a home for community and for family. 

 

On the 15th of March, tragedy unfolded in this room. 
 

 
A terrorist attempted to sow division and hatred in a place that stands for togetherness and 

selflessness. He thought he could redefine what this space was. 

 

I am here to help you show the world that he failed. 
 

 
Now, when I woke up in London on the morning of 15th of March, I could not believe the  

news. 

 

An act of unspeakable hate had unfolded in New Zealand – a country of peace. 
 

 
And it had unfolded in Christchurch – a city that has endured so  much  more  than  its fair 

share of hardship. 

 

And when it was confirmed that 50 New Zealand Muslims had been killed – murdered while 

peacefully worshiping – again, I just could not believe the news. 

 

I have been visiting New Zealand since before I could walk. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCLskKcYHns
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I have stood alongside New Zealanders in moments of joy and celebration. 
 

 
And I have stood alongside New Zealanders in this city in moments of real pain, after loved ones, 

homes, and livelihoods had been lost after the 2011 earthquake. 

 

And what I have known of New Zealanders from the earliest moments of my life, is that you are 

a people who look out to the world with optimism. You have a famous strength of character. You 

have a warm-hearted interest about cultures, religion, and people thousands  of miles from your 

shores. 

 

You acknowledge, debate, and grapple with your own cultural history in a way that  has no  real 

parallel in any other nation. 

 

So again, I could not believe the news I was hearing on the 15th of March. 
 

 
A country that  seemed to  be bucking global trends of  division and anger, looked like maybe it 

too would fall victim to those intent on promoting fear and distrust. I have no doubt that this is 

what the terrorist had hoped for. 

 

But New Zealanders had other plans. 
 
 

The people of Al Noor and Linwood mosques had other plans. 
 

 
In a moment of acute pain, you stood up and you stood together. And in reaction to tragedy, you 

achieved something remarkable. 

 

I have had reasons myself to reflect on grief and sudden pain and loss in my own life. And in  my 

role, I have often seen up close the sorrow of others in moments of tragedy, as I have today. 

 

What I have realised is that of course grief  can  change your outlook. You  don’t ever forget the 

shock, the sadness, and the pain. 
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But I do not believe that grief changes who you are. Grief – if you let it – will reveal who you are. 

 

It can reveal depths that you did not know you had. 
 

 
The startling weight of grief can burst any bubble of complacency in how you live your life,  and 

help you to live up to the values you espouse. 

 

This is exactly what happened here in Christchurch on the 15th of March. 
 

 
An act of violence was designed to change New Zealand. But instead, the grief of a nation revealed 

just how deep your wells of empathy, compassion, warmth, and love truly run. 

 

You started showing what New Zealand really was almost immediately. On the road outside 

these walls people pulled their cars over and started caring for the victims even when  they did 

not know if it was safe to do so. Your neighbours opened their doors to those who were fleeing 

the violence. 

 

Your first responders apprehended the killer and immediately worked to save lives in  the most 

challenging of circumstances. 

 

In the days that followed, thousands of bouquets of flowers filled public spaces in this city, 

brightening the darkest of moments. 

 

NUMBER 2 – Da 5:01 
 

 
Your Prime Minister showed extraordinary leadership of  compassion and resolve, providing  an 

example to us all. 

 

Imam Gamal Fouda - you displayed wisdom and grace that is almost unthinkable given what you 

witnessed with your own eyes. Your words in the days  after  the  attack  moved  the world. 
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Your reminder that the victims needed to be remembered both as Muslims and as New Zealanders, 

showed that grief revealed you to be a man of great wisdom. 

 

You could not have been more right when you declared that this country is unbreakable. 
 

 
On the map New Zealand may look like an isolated land. But in the weeks that followed the 15th of 

March, the moral compass of the world was centred here in Christchurch. 

 

You showed the way we must respond to hate – with love. 
 

 
You showed that when a particular community is targeted with prejudice and  violence,  simple 

acts – like wearing a headscarf or broadcasting the call to prayer – can reassure those who have 

reason to be afraid. 

 

You showed that an attack designed to divide a society against Muslims only brought us all closer 

to our Muslim friends. 

 

The Muslim community showed the world the true face of Islam as a religion of peace and 

understanding. 

 

I was very moved by the stories of the great distances that your  friends  and  families  travelled 

to support you in your time of need, even when your previous connections had not always been 

frequent. They travelled here to support you because you  were family and that is what families 

do. They drop everything when it is needed. 

 

People of all faiths and backgrounds can learn a great deal from how the Muslim families affected 

by the 15th of March attacks rallied around their loved ones. 

 

The example provided by New Zealand will prove to be of enduring value to all nations. What 

happened here was fuelled by a warped ideology that knows no boundaries. The world has rightly 

united to fight the extremism that has made sorrowful brethren out of cities like New 



Shukran. Salam. 
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York, Paris, London, and Manchester and that has taken so many lives in Sri Lanka in recent days. 

 

And so too we must unite to fight the violent brand of extremism that has led to  fatal shootings 

in a church in Charleston, South Carolina and a synagogue in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; a van 

attack on the streets of Finsbury Park in London; the murder of an MP in West Yorkshire; and 

now so many deaths in two mosques here in Christchurch. 

 

Extremism in all its forms must be defeated. 
 

 
The message from Christchurch and the message from Al Noor and Linwood mosques could not 

be more clear - the global ideology of hate will fail to divide us. 

 

And just as New Zealand has taken swift action to ban physical tools of violence, we must  unite 

to reform the social technology that allowed hateful propaganda to inspire the murder  of 

innocents. 

 

To the people of New Zealand and the people of Christchurch –  to  our Muslim  community and 

all those who have rallied to your side – I stand with you in gratitude for what you have taught 

the world these past weeks. 

 

I stand with you in optimism about the future of this great city. 
 

 
I stand with you in grief for those we have lost, and with support for those who survived. 

 

 
And I stand with you in  firm belief that the forces of  love will always prevail over the  forces  of 

hate. 

 

No reira, kia kaha, Arohanui 
 

 
Tena Koutou 

Tena Koutou 

Tena tatou katoa 



Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg Hearing on Data Protection 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQN4On0K7-w 

DA 1:50:15 A 1:55:18 
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Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg knows the Committee has some 1)  for him. 

 
He  states that 2)    is the main goal of Facebook and what they have 

focused on the most. 

Through Facebook, many people also 3)  to help each other. 

 
Zuckerberg is aware they haven’t been able to stop Facebook from being used 4)  . 

He admits their view of their responsibility wasn’t 5)  . 

Zuckerberg says they now must 6)  all their partnerships to solve the problem. 
 

He believes that among other things it is important to make sure that people will not spread 7) 

  on Facebook. 

 
Zuckerberg affirms to be 8)  to do it right, even though it will take a lot of time. 

 
He says that Cambridge Analytica accessed information about Facebook users improperly and his 

company is doing a few things 9)  it from happening again. 

Together   with   several  governments,  Facebook  is  now  carrying  out  a  10)    on 

Cambridge Analytica. 

From now on, Facebook will 11)  everyone who uses data improperly. 

 
Zuckerberg  informs the Committee  that  in 2014  they  made  changes  that 12)        

  this situation from happening again. 

 
Connecting people will always be Facebook’s 13)  . 

 
Zuckerberg thinks that Facebook has come 14)  since he first launched it. 

 
He considers helping people and giving them a voice as 15)  . 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQN4On0K7-w


Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg Hearing on Data Protection 
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Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg knows the Committee has some  1  HARD QUESTIONS 

for him. 

He states that  2  CONNECTING PEOPLE is the main goal of Facebook and what they 

have focused on the most. 

Through Facebook, many people also  3  CAME TOGETHER to help each other. 

 
Zuckerberg is  aware they  haven’t  been  able to stop  Facebook  from being used  4  

FOR HARM. 

He admits their view of their responsibility wasn’t  5  BROAD ENOUGH. 

 
Zuckerberg  says  they now  must  6  GO THROUGH all their partnerships to solve the 

problem. 

He believes that among other things it is important to make sure that people will not spread 

  7  MISINFORMATION on Facebook. 

 
Zuckerberg affirms to be  8  COMMITTED to do it right, even though it will take a lot 

of time. 

He says that Cambridge Analytica accessed information about Facebook users improperly and his 

company is doing a few things TO PREVENT  9  it from happening again. 

Together with several governments, Facebook is now carrying  out a  10  FULL AUDIT 

on Cambridge Analytica. 

From now on, Facebook will  11  BAN everyone who uses data improperly. 

 
Zuckerberg informs the Committee that in 2014 they made changes that  12  WOULD 

HAVE PREVENTED this situation from happening again. 

Connecting people will always be Facebook’s  13  TOP PRIORITY. 

 
Zuckerberg thinks that Facebook has come  14  A LONG WAY since he first launched it. 

He considers helping people and giving them a voice as   15  A POSITIVE FORCE. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQN4On0K7-w
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April 10 o 11, 2018 

 

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg Hearing on 

Data Protection 

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg testified before the House Energy and Commerce Committee 

regarding the company’s use and protection of user data following the Cambridge Analytica breach. 

During the nearly five hour hearing, Mr. Zuckerberg acknowledged that government regulations are 

“inevitable” but stressed that a balance of the right regulations are best. On the previous day, he 

appeared before a joint hearing on the Senate side. 

 

 

MARK ZUCKERBERG: Chairman Grassley, Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Feinstein, 

Ranking Member Nelson and members of the committee, we face a number of important issues 

around privacy, safety and democracy. And you will rightfully have some hard questions for me to 

answer. Before I talk about the steps we're taking to address them, I want to talk about how we got 

here. 

 

Facebook is an idealistic and optimistic company. For most of our existence, we focused on all of 

the good that connecting people can do. And, as Facebook has grown, people everywhere have 

gotten a powerful new tool for staying connected to the people they love, for making their voices 

heard and for building communities and businesses. 

 

Just recently, we've seen the “Me Too” movement and the March for our Lives organized, at least in 

part, on Facebook. After Hurricane Harvey, people came together to raise more than $20 million for 

relief. And more than 70 million businesses — small business use Facebook to create jobs and 

grow. 

 

But it's clear now that we didn't do enough to prevent these tools from being used for harm, as well. 

And that goes for fake news, for foreign interference in elections, and hate speech, as well as 

developers and data privacy. 

 

ZUCKERBERG: We didn't take a broad enough view of our responsibility, and that was a big 

mistake. And it was my mistake. And I'm sorry. I started Facebook, I run it, and I'm responsible for 

what happens here. 

 

So, now, we have to go through our — all of our relationship with people and make sure that we're 

taking a broad enough view of our responsibility. 

 

It's not enough to just connect people. We have to make sure that those connections are positive. It's 

not enough to just give people a voice. We need to make sure that people aren't using it to harm 

other people or to spread misinformation. And it's not enough to just give people control over their 

information. We need to make sure that the developers they share it with protect their information, 

too. 

 

Across the board, we have a responsibility to not just build tools, but to make sure that they're used 

for good. It will take some time to work through all the changes we need to make across the 

https://www.c-span.org/person/?markzuckerberg
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company, but I'm committed to getting this right. This includes the basic responsibility of protecting 

people's information, which we failed to do with Cambridge Analytica. 

 

So here are a few things that we are doing to address this and to prevent it from happening again. 

 

First, we're getting to the bottom of exactly what Cambridge Analytica did, and telling everyone 

affected. What we know now is that Cambridge Analytica improperly accessed some information 

about millions of Facebook members by buying it from an app developer. 

 

That information — this was information that people generally share publicly on their Facebook 

pages, like names and their profile picture and the pages they follow. 

 

When we first contacted Cambridge Analytica, they told us that they had deleted the data. About a 

month ago, we heard new reports that suggested that wasn't true. And, now, we're working with 

governments in the U.S., the U.K. and around the world to do a full audit of what they've done and 

to make sure they get rid of any data they may still have. 

 

Second, to make sure no other app developers out there are misusing data, we're now investigating 

every single app that had access to a large amount of information in the past. And, if we find that 

someone improperly used data, we're going to ban them from Facebook and tell everyone affected. 

 

Third, to prevent this from ever happening again, going forward, we're making sure that developers 

can't access as much information now. The good news here is that we already made big changes to 

our platform in 2014 that would have prevented this specific situation with Cambridge Analytica 

from occurring again today. 

 

But there's more to do, and you can find more details on the steps we're taking in my written 

statement. 

 

My top priority has always been our social mission of connecting people, building community and 

bringing the world closer together. Advertisers and developers will never take priority over that, as 

long as I am running Facebook. 

 

I started Facebook when I was in college. We've come a long way since then. We now serve more 

than 2 billion people around the world. And, every day, people use our services to stay connected 

with the people that matter to them most. 

 

I believe deeply in what we are doing. And I know that, when we address these challenges we'll 

look back and view helping people connect and giving more people a voice as a positive force in the 

world. 

 

I realize the issues we're talking about today aren't just issues for Facebook and our community. 

They're issues and challenges for all of us as Americans. 

 

Thank you for having me here today, and I'm ready to take your questions. 


